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PREFACE 

In 1972,the ~Nixon shocks 'had forced Japan to 

adopt a major shift in her foreigp policy. But by and 

large Japan has continued very mudh on her original 

path of consolidating her bases in the neighbouring 

countries whiCh are ruled by a range of conservative 

regimes. 

Diplomacy often operates both as a mask and as 

a means of seeking out favourable channels for imp la

menting policies. Japan •s diplomacy is basically ../ 

'Resource Diplomacy·~ as the country has virtually none 

of the essential raw materials and mineral fuels needed 

for rapid industrial growth. Though the country is one 

of the leading industrial nations# almost 90 per cent 

of her required raw material and mineral fuels are 

imported. The United States s~pplies to Japan around 

48 per cent of the raw materials and food stuffs. 
""t come 

Nearly lie per cent of these requir·ements/ from_ South 

East Asia~ especially from the ASEAN countries·: This 

dependence on heavy imports of raw materials has ~ 

conditioned Japan •s foreign policy, vis-a-vis both 

Communist and non-Communist governments. 

• 
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Japan does not have a foreign policy in the 

traditional sense. What she has is an "economic foreign 

p()licy". Her relationship with all countries of the world 

is guided by her self-interest and the need to promote 

her industrial base. Inspite of whatever differences 

Japan has with the United States, the latter remains her 

biggest overseas trading partner and a stable market for 

her export goods. Simultaneously, the USSR and China are 

also Japan's major trading partners despite the distance 

Japan has to maintain owing to the sacurity Treaty she 

had signed with the us, immediately after the Second 

World War. 

"In Asia,· South East Asia offers an exclusive market 

for Japan as well as the most convenient source of getting 

a substantial amount of raw materials and mineral fuels. 

Japan has been actively supporting ASEAN since its 

formation and in turn is helped by- this regional group 

through the supply of raw materials. Economic diplomacy 

v is only possible wh91! both partners are willing to trade 

witb each other on a continued basis. 

' The 1973 oi 1 crisis forced Japan to follow an 

•omnidimensional diplomacy•. The South East Asian waters, 

• 
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viz. Malacca Straits, is the very life line of Japan. 

As much as 90 per cent of her required raw materials 

and mineral fuel get transported through the above 

strait. In the event this route is cut': Japan would 

suffer economic disaster. 

On the otherhand ASEAN~ a regional group basically 

formed to get economic prosperity for its respective 

sectors~i needs maximum capital for investments • Since 

all the ASEAN countries had a colonial past, in addition 

to their requirement for capital and the economic _ 

prosperity it brings1, they need nationai stability. 

So far as their national security is concerned,' their 

biggest threat comes from the Indo-China regimes. What 

ASEAN countries are in need today is not the sophisticated 

arms to block the Communists~ but to achieve national J 

stability. This stability depends largely on their 

economic and industrial progress. This fact became 

evident during the 1975 Indo-China war, when inspite of 

all the teohnological~y advanced methods the US followed 

it lost the battle. 

Japan can play a crucial role in helping the ASEAN 

countries realize their developmental goals. Since all 

• 
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the ASEAN countries are basically ruled by conservative 

regimes# they naturally hesitate to come too close to 

Moscow or Peking. As far as the US is concerned~ it does 

not keep ASEAN in her priority list (especially after 

1975 Communist victory in Indo-China). The field is 

wide open to Japan, which has both a base and high 

stakes in th,e region. '!'he interdependence of Japan and 

ASEAN countries has enormous scope to deepen • 

.J ASEAN countries offere, an exclusive market to 

Japan. In ·respect of trade Japan accounts for 27 per 

cent of their total exports ~9 per cent of their. 

int>orts. And 45 per cent of Japanese private investment 

and official developmental assistance goes to ASEAN 

countries; making them ahead of any other Third World 

region in this respect. Japan is one of their biggest 

trading partners (in some places second only to us), 

and it appears to be the position for the next decade 

too. 

The years 1972 to 1977 were a watershed in 

ASEAN-Japan relationship because this was the period 

when'some Japanese prime ministers and other national 
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personalities visited ASEAN countries. The, tour of the 
Mtnt&lii 

then Pm~ i Takeo FukUda', in 1977 was very important 

and significant for both partners • 

In future, both Japan and ASEAN countries are likely 

to continue to support each other. That. the Japanese 

diplomacy will give top place to ASEAN region is already 

visible. This dissertation makes an attempt to examine 

this mutuality in Japan-ASEAN relationship and study how 

Japan seeks to· strengthen it in pursuit of her own national 

interest. 

This work could not have been accomplished without the 

help from a number of people. My greatest debt is to 

Dr. Satish Kumar my supervisor. There are no woros to express 

adequately the benefits I have received from his scholarship 

and guidance. Throughout the preparation of this thesis I 

have also greatly benefited from discussions with my friends~ 

Kai lash Singh and Lalit Shastri. I wish to record my appreci~ 

ation for their.valuable suggestions and encouragement. I am 

vecy grateful to Mr. Thulasidharan for meticulously typing 

the dissertation and Mr. V .K. Aggarwal and other staff of 

the JNU Library for making available the reading material. 

~ 
NAHIN SULTANA 
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Japan-ASEAN Relations 1 A Historical Backdrop 

Throughout the 2oth century South East Asia held 

an important place in the policy and strategy of the Biq 

Powers. It was important to the Super Powers for reasons~ 

as aptly described by Max TeiChmann s 

Almost invariably one or other of the great 
powers has become involved in the various 
South East Asia conflicts of the post war 

period. The reason for such an inyol vement 

has been many and varied. The most signifi

cant among these has been : the attempts of 
certain Powers to retain and promote certain 
colonial interests even after the granting of 
independence: the straggle for power and 

prestige waged between such states as America'i 
Russia, Britain, France and China, the general 

ideological straggle aad cold war rivalry 
between East and west and hence the conflict 

. . 
between those states seeking to support and 

those seeking to oppose the emergence of 
strong local·CoJIIllUnist movements throughout 
the South East Asian region.1 · 

The Big Powers have looked upon South East Asia as an 

importcmt sphere for their political'•· military ana 

1. Teichmann Max';. eel .r. Powers and "Policies : Alignments 
and Realignments in the Indo-Pacific Reg~o~, . 
(Melbourne, 1970)# p•4o •. 
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strategic interests.· At the same time they have attached 
y' 

great significance to the enormous economic potentia 1 of 

the region. Extremely rich in natural resources South 

Bast Asia has tremeDdous reserves of: man power and capital 

investment sphere~- The region has a population of over 

900 millionf more than one quarter of the world's population. 

It produces a major part of the some of the .worid''s 

important primary commodities ~n(J foods~, natural rubber";· 

tin. jute~ copra~ tea~ rice: spices etc. It is also one 

of the world •s ~port ant markets. Because of the economic ./ 

underdevelopment the region holds an attraction for foreign 

capital investment·. 

• After the withdrawal of the colonial Powers in post 

World War IX era the South East Asian caantries faced 

the common d~fficul~ies regarding political[ social and 

economic probtems ~ Prior- to and £:rom the very day of 

independence as well ever since the fo~ation of ASEAN 1 

imter state disputes already manifest or latent sti11 1have 

existed among these countries. -These inc tude~ inter alia~ 

conflicts and animosities, religious prejudices~- fear of 
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smaller states towards bigger ones.2 Apart from these 

internal problems there was also the disturbances caused 
v,;·,.. .. 

by Major Powers in the internal politics of the arenal 

such as us involvement in Indo-China region,thus dragging 

automatically the other Super Powers into the existing 

conflict. The Vietnam problem~~ like all other contemporary 

problems~ has its international repercussions aDd inter

national power politics bas a deep rooted causal relation

ship with the Vietnam qaestion.3 More specifically the 

rela.tionship between the Soviet Union and the Democratic 

Republic of Vietnam (DRV) as separate from Super Power 

relationship cannot be correctly examined~ Because all 

the three Big Powers involved in Vietnam viz., the Soviet 

Union, United States and China pursued their respective 

politics in Vietnam'. 4 Indeed, their policies on the 

Vietnam question were formulated oa the basi-s of global 

2. There is still a certain muted uneasiness and latent 
apprehension toward a potential Indonesian aggression 
over Malaysia and Singapore due to her past hegemony 
through the kingdoms of Majapahit and Srivijaya. 

3. Rupen·; Robert!;. A.;:; cmd Robert Farvell 1
;: ec!Js·.~ Vietnam an'd 

the ·Sl.no-'ieviet Dispute, (New York, 1967), p.118. 

4 • Zagoria Donald, S .:, Vietnam Triangle - Moscow/Peking/ 
Hanoi, (New York, 1967), p.li'. 
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politics rather than the interests of Vietnam. The cold 
. t'. 

war diplomacy and great power rivalries in Indian Ocean·;~ 

ideological war between the two communist giants -- Soviet 

Union and the People •s Republic of China (PRC) - and 

Japanese ecoDGmic expansion in the region",.~ all .have had 

their· impact on the region. The emergence of the Sino

Soviet differences can be attributed to numerous 

ideological, political and economic and power interests -

clashes between the two nations. In more precise terms'# 

the principal reason of the rise of a bipolar world 

politics and of the bipolar world in the late 1950s was 

the Chinese fear of a Soviet-American accommodation at its 

expense-.5 

During this troublesome era of late sixties the 

formation of Association of South East Asia Nations (ASEAN), 
a "'f'e.(t~oncJ. ~1S'Du.f h 

L.- was an important event in international political system~ 

one can safely argue that it was the r.ealization by the 

five founding members .. Malaysia~ Indonesi~i Thailand~ 

Philippines and Singapore -- of facing common economic~ 

political and soci'al difficulties and the acceptance of . 

5. Halperin Morton~ H•'~ Sino-soviet ·Relation and Arms 
Control• (Cambridget Mass. 1967), p.l81. 

• 
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each other's limitations motivated them to pull their 

resources together with the objectives of promoting , 

eeoBomic growth~~ social progress, cultural' development 
- . . 6 

and peace and stabi l'lty in the region. 

ASEAN can be seen as reflecting the growing political 

wilt of the nations of this region to~ prevent their region 

frC'Iftl outside forces·# to take charge of their own future, 

to work out -problems of development, stability and security 

together aDd to prevent their region from continuing to · 

remain the arena and the sUbject of major po¥er rivalry 

and then conflict • 7 In short then:, by joining together the 

endeavours of states which share common stakes in their 

6 • 'l'unku ·Abdul Rehman was the first leader to mention the 
idea of formtng ASEAN when he attended the Commonwealth 
Prime Ministers Conference in London in 1966. He stated 
that regional cooperation would be the best means to 
meet threats fraa the Rbrth,i.e. PRe·. ard. to assure the 
stability and strengthen the economies of each country 
in the area. See Reece Bob,. "Walking at Last",- Far 
Eastern Economic Review, .. 4 Dec;ember, 1969; Reg(lrding the 
original text of the obj.eeti ves .of ASEAN, see 'l'he ASEAN 
Declaration _(Bangkok), 8 August, 1967. Also see 
Hass,.Miehael~; ed., Bas·ic. Documents of Asian ReqiG>nal 
ot"ganizat~, (New Yor'k; Oceana Publications!#-
1974), pp.1269-70. . . 

7. ASEAN, (ASEAN National Secretariat of Indonesia~· Public 
Relatio~s Division~ Jakarta, June 1975), p.65. 
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struggle for survi'la1! regional ef.forts are intended to 

consolidate national security • freedom·, independence and 

economic development·~, 
."; .. 

The formation of ASEAN was also partly due to the 

failure of the Asseciation of South East Asia (ASA) 

and Maphilindo to function as viable regional. associa

tion.9 

'l'be main objective~:; howeve~' was to consolidate 

their countries with a strong economic base. 'l'he economitl 

of ASEAN are but every diverse in their resource endowment 

patterns and contain some of the most affluent of all less 

developed countries as well as some of the poorest • The 

colonial past bas left a·permanent imprint~ thus their 

economies are heavily oriented towards the maritime powers 

s. From the 1967 Declaration, one can drive that 
;•survival • was the main preoccupation in the minds 
of the Foreign Ministers • After signing the ASEAN 
Declaration, for example·~ Tunku ·Razak stated: "It is 
important that individually and jointly we should 
create a deep awareness tha~. we cannot. survive for long 
as independent but isolated~ unless we also think and 
act together and imbued witb our own ideas and aspira
tions and determined to shape our own societlj•" See ~ · 
f'1im.ttes of ASEAN : First ,U.nisterial Meeting~~ Auqust 3~8, 
(Bangkok# 1967). 

c9. ASA was ~ormed in 1961 by Malaya~~ the Philippines and 
Thailand~ whereas Ma.philindo was proposed in 1963 but 
never institutionalized. 
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10 
of the West. Such a colonial pattern of "dependence" 

has persisted· to this day. 

Traditionally South East Asia is a region that can 

be economically exploited. The above motivation even today 

determines the major powers course ef action vis-a-vis 

South East Asia. Like, the other major external Powers 

present in. South East Asia today, viz. USA; USSR, China 

etc., Japan has also adopted "economic diplOmacy" as a 

means to enter into the region. However~~, there is a slight 

difference of Japanese motivation vis-a-vis the other major 

powers present in the area. That is, while Japan •s 

intention is purely economic oriented~~· ttbe USA~ USSR and 

PRe objectives are both economic and political. 

Further~ throughout the post-war period, Japan bas 

been locked into a subordinate alliance with the world •s 

leading Power, the us·~ It was very cordial till 1971, -but 

10. Economies with a "weak" structure are said to be 
dependent upon those with a "strong" structure and 
are "moved~ integrated, dominated and dragged by 
the latter. Such a relationship of economic inter
dependence as subsists in South East Asia is part 
and parcel of the global state of affairs. Francis 
Perroux distinguishes between two types of economic 
interdependence one existing among firms·, individual 
prices aad qualities at micro economic level and 
other among nations. The latier is more complicated 
than the former., See Perroux~Francois, In de 'pendence 
de l economie nationale et interdependence des nations 
(Parist Aubier Montaigne# 1969). 
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after that Japan trailed behin~ washington on all major 

international issues. :In military affairs, of course"~· 

Japan still remains a subordinate to us. When the us took 

the strategic decision to build Japan backup as a major 

economic bastion in Asia, this was not simply to turn 

it into a "puppet"~ rather to create a controlled ~t 

strong ally whose.power and responsibilities would grow 

as its economy expanded • 

. (K:e. 
For the entire post war period, us has been· active 

in the military and political activities in South East 

Asia which have required sizeable logistic support. The 

us: actively assisted Japan's economic growth as the 

indispensable source of supplies aDd later as economic 

and political ally. This helped Japan to penetrate i~ 

the region more forcefully as its.economy had already a 

stake there. 

· Post World War II 1 Japan's Relations with ASEAN 
. " ' ,• ·: .. ~ 

Japan had militarily OC9Qpied South ~ast Asia in 

WorlCJ War Il::#' which was scarcely a generati~n ago. _After 

the defeat from the Allied· Power in World War I Japan 
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lost her hold from South East Asian region. She was 

completely deprived of her Asian markets~ raw materials 
' b(e}J. tp-f 

and the I\ inyestment of capital. In the post-war era 

Japan's'main task11in tbe area was to get the better of 

her competitors~ make a return to the region and establish 

her old relations'~ that is economic~. if not political. 

The first few years after the war were marked by 

increasing Japanese penetration in the region~ ODe of the 

important factors was Japan•s great·competitiveness in 
' 

ABEAN markets - the result of her close proximity to the 

11~· South East Asia was for a long time the main target 
of foreign economic expansion of Japan's capitalism. 
Even in pre-war era Japan •s monopolies batt led for 
markets~· raw material sources and capital investment 
spheres. Japan's famous doctrine of the "Greater 
East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere" was aimed at redividing 
the spheres of influence in South East Asia ard was one 
of the fund~entals of Japanese foreign policy. See 
Klocbkovsky, L·.L~-;~ Economic Neocolonialism t Problems 
of Southeast Asian Countries;~ st"ruqgle for Economic 
IndependencE!, (Ycscow·, 1975), p.66. Another important 
development which encouraged Japan to assert:~itself 
in the region is what Prime Minister Sato saia;1 "the:.· 
wind· of change· in Asia.". That is growing ten~lon. as a 
result of international stresses and strainsi' and ASia •s 
inability to provide food for its citizenS and the other 
is a growing realization in Asian eapitalj:. ·~that self-help 
is a key to economic development and an incentive to 
attraCt outside help apd-support~· see S~o,Eisatn' 
"Japan's Role iD Asia.";' Contemporary Jap·an # no~4# 1967, 
p.697. 
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region, low production costs and good knowledge of local 

features and conditions. A no tess important part was 

played by the flexibility of her forms and methods of 

economic penetration. Even before the war,· when the 

colonial regimes of the European powers were in existence; 
. 12 

Japan displayed great soph~stication as regards her 

forms of economic diplomacy. 

As it is evident frQJR the Japanese record:, bet 

economic and strategic interests in the ASEAN region are 

predominant over her· political interests. Thus~· for 

Japan the region is very crucia 1 and important one. one 

can safely assume that for Japan ASEAN is the very key 

to prosperity •13 -:In spite of its tremendous economic 

growth', it is fully aware of the objective reality of its 

12. 'l'be Britisb EconCJmist~'' Fisher c .A.;~~ has described the 
pre-war tactics of Japan as follows a 
"Besides'tbe psychological success of their slogan" 
~Asia for Asiatics • , their ability to supply, the . 
sort o~ consumer gQods which the local population 
waDted'f: at prices far below those of the corresponding 
Eurepean articlesti as also did the willingness of 
Japanese firms to train and employ indigenous as 
assistants in their various Southeast Asia branches·." 

13. see Halliday, J ~·, and. rt:Gormick, G., 'Japan •s Imperia lis·m 
Today, (London', 1973l# pp.174-75. 
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-
economic and industrial might. That is~:' the basic 

resources upon which Japan •s self-sufficiency rests 

are almost nil. In order to continue its economic 

growth it needs to secure its supply of raw materials'; 

for which it is highly dependent on overseas resources. 

'l'be country is poor in almost al.l resources like coal~ 

minerals~~, petroleum~ natural gas and uranium. Deposits 

of important minerals like bauxite~[ copper~' irone-ore'; 

nickel, tin and zinc!; which are necessary for a modern 

iadustrial society; are also not available in abundance. 

Without these# the entire economic edifice of a country 

may collapse. 

Half of the above required raw materials are 

present in Southeast Asian region. :In the post-Second 

World War era~ Japan •s main effort was to penetrate into 

the region. In the post-War era Japan expanded and 

improved her ties with these regions through two distiact 

stages. During the first stage 1952-oa;' her relations 

ranained on a passive note. Bat since 19608 Japan 

took rea.t interest in the' region aDd started its · economic 

• 

. mission. DUring the first ftage Japan's efforts were mainly 
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. 14 ' 
confined to normalising relations with the South East ~ 

-
Asian countries. Important part; in this respect'~ was 

played by state financing of exports fin tbe form of 

reparations, grants of special yen credit etc·;)., and joint 

development of various kinds of raw materials~~ co-operation 

based on the division of production and so on. on the 

initiative of Japanese Government!ii the conference Gf 

South Bast Asian countries was convened wbere the official 

aim was to disettss questions of economic development and 

Co-operation between the. different countries. J'apan 

viewed the conference as a first step towards implementing 

her economic plans.15 

:.Ia fJile 'hetJ,e Sl i Is iaMt . itlpaA i!Dt 8a¥alaPifteR.8 

p6a1ua ~~eal :Mi.e ill 'Wle emel'g-e ef Japa& As 111 j• 

14. In the post-war period the flow of Japan •s financial 
resources to Southeast Asia was consiste~ a gOvern
mental grants mainly by way of reparations and aid and 
direct loans~' as well as private exports credits~ · 
direct investment and protfolio investment. Subsequent 
grants and loans were used both ti encourage the sale 
of Japanese exports~· and where appropriate to pave the 
way'for private investment from Japan;~ See Olson, L., 
Japan in Post-War Asia (New York.1970), p.259. For 
statistical details of Japan •s equity projects in Asia~' 
see Yokobori, K.. "Criticism of the Harsh Terms of 
Japanese Aid to Developing Countries bave been Voiced". 
See Kawatai~· '1' .-1;'; "The Asian Situation and Japan •s EcoDQmic 
Relations,with the DeVf:llOping Cou~tries"# Developing 
Economics,;: vol'~g~· no.2~ JU.ne 1971~ p.~144 -~ 

15·. In accordance with the Japanese proposals two special 
organisations were set up - The Centre of Aid for the 
Development of Trade 1 Investment and Tourism'i and the 
Centre for the Development of Fishing - in the South 
East Asia. 
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In the late sixties two important developments 

played a crucial role in the emergence of Japan's major 

Asiatic role. one is its close alliance with the vs6 and 

the other a purely econom~c logic of captu~ing the export 

~arket~ plus, to ~ecure its commercial route~ 

It was Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru~ 1 who set 

the tone of Japan •s post:..war South East Asia policy and 

his policy was subsequently followed by his successors • 

...l:·· 

16. Funds which the us aepertioned to tbe countries of the 
region as part of military and economic aid were used 
to finance a large part o~. Japanese exports • During 
the 195Gs apprGXtmately 1~000 million dollars of goods 
were purchased by the American armed forces and Inter
national Cooperation Administration in Japan~ which 
helped it. to re-establish economic ties with South 
East Asia~'; ~ee :,:Tbe White BOok on. Foreign Trade~ 
Special Part~ 1959-63# (Tokyo)-. 

17. Yoshida Shigeru was fully aware that in view of the 
· cold war politics;' Japan WQJ1ld not be permitted by 

the us. to trades with Cbinai' thus be stressed the . 
need £or developing South East Asia as an alternative 
area oft trade~ He sought to bring Japan closer to 
Southeast-ASian region by means of .trade and economic 
cooperation by ·.adopting a firm ant !-communist and pro-us· 
pesture •.. _ See Sbigel'U;, Yoshida'; "Japan and the Crisis 
in Asia"~ Foreign Affairs (New Yorkll. ·vol'~29# no~2~· 
"'anuary 195l, p~·173"~ Also see'i Yoshida •s address of the 
'l'welth S'ession of the Japanese Diet on 12 Decembe~~· 
1951-# eontemporaa Japan (Tokyo)"# vol-;2o~ nos~7-9~;: 
July-september 1951# p'.426. 

•· : .. 
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Bases of Co-operation : Japan 

Japanese interests in ASEAN is determined by its 

economic and commercia 1 forces • The region •s importance# 

especially as a source of raw material . ._ explains Japan •s 

great interest in the region, The,five ASEAN countries 

are main supplier of certain important raw materials. 

i~e. rubber, tin• c~;nd hard fibres, iron, malllJanese 

and chromium ores, bauxite~ timber and oil. 

Table - 1 

ASEAN t AGRICULTURE AND MINERAL PRODUCTS18 

Agricultural ProdUcts· 

1. Abaca Fibre 

. 2. Banana 

3. Copra 

4. Coconut 

s. Palm oil · 

6. Pineapples 

7. Palm Kernels 

a;· Rubber 

9. Rice 

10• Timber 

• 

Minerals 

Tin 

Chromium 

Bauxite 

Manganese 

Iron 

Oil 

1a·~ Source 1 FAO Production Year Book for 4Agricultura,l . 
Products; and Statistical Year Book, for minerals. 
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/' 
Japan purchases 80 per cent of Indonesia's oil 

exports and a major part of such Indonesian exports as 

tin, bauxites and manganese; all its ex-ported 'nickel and 

timber. 

Japan. 

85 per cent of Philippines copra exports goes to 

Indonesia has been given top priority in Japan's I,./ 
~ ' 

foreign policy1and ASEAN has become an area of "special 

relationship"· for her.19 

The post-War period was marked by far reaching 

structural changes in Japanese industry and export of 

industrial goods. The rapid growth of modern heavy 

industry made the prOblem of exporting machinery and 

equ:ipmentl transportation facilities~~ chemicals~ non

ferrous metals etc. South East Asia was often used as a 

market by Japanese companies for marketing new kinds of 

heavy illdustrial production. 20 In 1948* 9:;2 per cent of 

19. Indonesian Times', 11 and 13 August~' 1977. 

20. In the early sixties upto 40 per cent of all Japanese 
plant and machinery exports~ including 70 per cent of 
textile machinery., 75 per cent of motor vehicles·, 
50 per cent of metal working machine toolst;' almost 
half of all the exported ferrous metals~ over 90 per 
cent of chemical fertilisers. and 70 per cent of 
cement went to South East Asia. See Klochkovsky, 
n.11, p.71. 

For a detailed study, see Japan s Economic Growth~ 
Resource Scarcity and Environmentat·constraints., 
Olson, E.E., (Praeger, 1978), pp.S3-63. 
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total exports went to Soutb East Asia~~ '!ith 8.~ per _ceJlt; __ 

of total exports going to A5EAN countries ~. ~8 .6 :pe~ cent 

of Japan •s imports _came from South Bast Asia·• 18~~ _pel;' . 

cent originated from the five ABEAN economies. 'l'he rel¢ive 

importance ~f SC?uth Bast Asia declined steadily however, 

and in 197o·; 10e4 P.er cent of Japan •s exports we~e .to 

South East Asia (9··-4 per cent from ABEAN)._ :;tn 1~70 _Japan •s 

trade with some of the individual ABEAN countries such.as 

the_Philippines (amounting to$ 987 mill~()n) and..:Indonesia 
. -2 

{'$ 942 million) was greater than that with mainland China. 1 

~ing the stJ.pplieJ: of ind~~trial ~qu~p~ents and _ .J 

ma~f(ictured goods ~apan want~_ t:o mar]Cet t~em ill A.S~N. 

With this end in_ viE!W'~: Japan has .. driven ~cu;-d_~b(lrga~ns 

with t~e countries of ASEAN and laid down_string~nt condi- · 
-22 

tions on its economic aid and P.rivate invest~~n.t;s~ ... 

Because of this market ~conomt# _Japan. h~ be.eome t)1e first 

Asiall nati~n to rank among the leading eeonomies of the 

modern world. 

21. lsesoo-Anni:-eEI-.,--New~--»lrest·ie>ns'- in-~the--l:nter-riat.!on·al 
Relations of Southeast Asia t Economic Relations 
(Singapore,-1973), piS. -- · - · -- --···· - ··- ···· •• --~- .. ~·•· -·~-··----··--.-----•-•·---·----·-a~-··----~--------------

22. Imam, Zafar; World Powers in south and Southeast ASia 
(New Delhi. 1972), p.132 • 

• 
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Politically; ASEAN thought _to J:?e impo~ant_ pec=~~se 
·--23 

of its location. As bas been observed by an expert~- for 

Japan.·, "the importance of Southeast .~ia. as_ a SC?urc;e. of 

supply is less than its significance of a strat~gic point 

on the tanker route to Japan from the ~d~l.e E~st .. -:24 '\../" 

Its geographic location along the_ sea _l.an~s of th~ :tnc3 ~~ 

Ocean and the ~acifie , (and the cr()~S roa~f!J of ~i~ 1~ _two 

major ~ltures~ ~i~a and -Indi~)_have made it an important 

gateway~5to the west by. air and sea. 

The geographic importance of .AS~ to_ J:~pan __ cannot ___ 

be un:3erastimated since the Japan~se good.s passing !:h~~gb 

Malacca Straits accounts . for nearly_ 40 per cent ~ to~al ../ 

Japanese imports. About 90 per cent of her annual oil 

··- ~ -.1.. ' •• 

23. 

24; 

25. 

Yoshida and his successors 'wanted to trade with 
People •s Republic of China'~ and considered the 
stability of Southeast -Asia an important precondition 
for improved relations. If the- region could be 
stabilized, they reasone(l Chi~a's international 
position woulCJ be secure~ and the normalization of 
Sino-Japan~se relations would become possible. 
See Kosaka~· Masataka, "Japan •s Major- Interest and 
Policies in Asia and the Pacific"·, orbis, vo1.19·, no"~3 1; 
Fall,l97S, pp.793-808. . 

Smith~~ Charles, "Japan-Mapping out strategy After 
Vietnam", The Mirror, 14· July 1975, p .3 •. 

Kakkar, A.N., 11Soutbeast Asia's Security Problems 
During 1980s ", Seminar Series of Southeast Asia 
Division, S.I.s., s-10 March 1979, pp.l-2. 
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requirements of approximately 200 million tons ~e shipped 

from the ·Middle E~st through the Malacca Straits~ and as 

such the Straits have been described as the "life line" 

of Japanese industry. If this route were out~' Japan WOuld 

certainly experience a real economic crisis. '!'he Malacca f 
Straits happen to pass through two major ASEAN countries~~ 

Malaysia anCJ Indonesia. Thus'; Japan simply cannot annoy 

these ABEAN countries. Nor can· it ignore the region •s 

import~nce for her own economic prosperity. 

ASEAN - Bases of Co-operation With Japan 

As noted earlier the region is heavily dependent 

upon w-est and Japan1
;' not enly because of their former 

colonial links but. also because Japan happens to be the ~ 

biggest consumer of the region •s primary commodities. Ten 
--··----

years ago';' 71 per cent of region •s exports went to these 
' 

industrialized countries which in turn supplied 66 per 

cent of the region's total imports. In recent years the 

degree of dependency has been sligmtly reduced to 66 per 
, ' 

cent and 60 per cent respectively. As such the region's . 
trade with the socialist countries as well as its own 
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intra-reg~onal trade remain low. 26 

In the aggregate ASEAN imports more from Japan · 

than even from the European Economic .CQIDR'IUnity (EEC) • In 

·respect of trade Japan accounts for 27 per cent of their 
27 total exports and 29 per cent of their total imports. 

The importance of Japall# as an absorber of ASEAN •s raw 

materials and as a supplier of sophisticated modern 

industrial equipments~:· technical· know-how~ as an exporter 

and investori;, and as an aid giver* has placed her at top 
• • 

of the priority list· among the Western countries. 

Besides, ASEAN as a whole accounts for more than ./ 

45 per cent of Japan •s aid and investment. Industria.lly.., 

technologically and organisationally,Japan is one of the 

leading economic power in .the modern century, in Asia 

Japan is pre-eminent in those respects and looks like 

remaining so in near future. It is the only Asian country 

26. Wong'#'John~ "Southeast. Asia •s Growing Trade Rei at ions 
With.Socialist Economies",_ Asian Survey; vol.17, 
no.4, April 1977, pp. 330-44. . 

27. John, P.P., .. "Jap~n;-ASEAN, Conundrum", Japan Quarterlx, 
(New Delhi), vol.4", no.l~ January ~978, pp.29-42. 
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except Hong Kong·and Singapore on the one hand and Siberia 
\ 

and Soviet Central Asia on the other~to have achieved the 

sort of development to which all aspire.28 
( 

Being Asian countries~ the ASEAN members feel 

nearer to Japan than tG any other Western power. In fact 
' 

they are heavily dependent on Japan for its economic aid 
. 2 

and investment. 9 In fact·;~ their economy. determines the 

relationship with Japan than political or military reasons. 

Relations in the Decade of Seventies 

By mid Seventies·, there had occured a giga.ntic 

dispersal· of power., both at the apex and the base of the 

pyramidal international power structure. The old time 

military alliances persisted~ but parallel to them emerged 

fluid bargaining coalitions in Which partners tried to 

increase their fragmented politics~ also it was evident 

that the system of political and economic dependence 

28 •· Kirby., Stuart • E .·1 ·"Japan in Southeast Asia 1 

Perspectives of Indu$trial Power", ·Southeast Asian 
Spectrum, JUly-september, 1976, .PP• 60-65. 

29. BoycJ', R.G., "The Strategic Significance of the 
Malacca Strait":., The Strategic Digest, vol.7, no.9, 
September 1977, pp. 1-24. 
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of the Southeast Asian countries was undergoing a process 

of change. A shift of power away from the elements which 

used to receive support and nourishment from the United 

States and its Western allies was most convincingly 

visible in the South East Asia where the American client 

State of Sout.h Vietnam collapsed like a house of cards 

to the assault of the conflicting forces in 1975. As a 

result of the Communist victories in Indo-china, South 

East Asian Treaty organization (SEATO), as an alliance was 

formally dissolved~ US military presence in the region was 

substantially reduced~i and the entire Sooth Bast Asian 

region was~ for the practical purposes; taken out of the 

firm and in-depth American military commitments • It was 

not that us power declined: what changed was the American 

as well as Southeast Asian percept ion of that power • 

The new interest of the Soviet union in Indian 

Ocean and in organizing some sort of defence arrangement 

in Soutb and South East Asia, the dlecline of British and 

Commonwealth Military presence in the region~ and the 

ideological cold-war between the two Communist giants -

USSR and China - changed the existing international 

system, and had a major role in shaping the Japan-ABEAN 

relation. r--~--otss 

~~-1"1.)/Y 337.52059 !".-, .... 
Su59Ja ~ ~~ 

!'!1//lll//lll//lll/ll/11//lll//lllll/11/lllli ) 
TH737 --~::J ----~:.:._ _ _) _.:::/"" TH-737 
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For the Southeast Asian1national intervention by 

the outside major powers• ceased to be an attractive 

proposition. And the changed international political 

situation generated'· in the Southeast Asian region a 

quest for inner balancesi free. of direct involvement of 

the major world powers. 'l'he widespread dispersal of 

power enhanced the options of these . nations. There was 

a radical change in the .perqeptions of 'power• itself. 

Instead of measuring power in terms of ·alliances and 

foreign miiitary aid~ these nations started assessing 

power in terms of social cohesi<>n~ political stability~ 

economic progress~ industrial strength';' resource base~' 

capability of resource mobilization~ quality and fibre 

of political institutions and leadership. There was 

also a growing realization that it was far better for 

these nations to try and resolve bilateral disputes and 

issues bilaterally or regionally'; rather than invite 

intervention by the Major Powers. The immediate regional 

environment assumed far greater importance than the 

global polarization of power and resources • 

lln 1972 ministerial meeting at ASEAN,; it was 

decided to establish peaceful relations with China. 
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However. the April 1975 Communist victory in Indo-china 

region had greater impact on ASEAN.; than President Nixon •s 

decision to withdraw his troops from Vietnam. The response 

to th~ victory was a mixture of feelings of optimism~1 

anxiety and uncertainty. Indonesia •s immediate response 

was to "maintain friendship with any government on the basis 

of non-interference and equality•.30 Philippines showed 

restraint although suggested economic c~peration and if 

possible· economic assistance. And these two policies more 

or le·ss guided the rest of the ASEAN countries. Moreover 

China·•s international options were rather limited partly 

because of its own choice but mainly because of China's 

unlimited potential to aggravate the already difficult 

situation in those countries from tbe multitude of insurgent 

movements!l! South East Asia started presenting a very 

complicated test for Chinese diplomacy. There was a 

conflict in the perception of the Communist movement. on 

the one side China ferventlY believed that the existing 

political orders in these countries were too fragile 

30. Foreign Broadcast Information. Service (FBIS), 
7 November'j 1973ij see Vanderkoref';-. Justus, M., "National 
SeC\1rity:. Defense Strategy', and Boreign Policy 
Perceptions. in rndonesia"~' 'Orbi's, vol.19~ no.14, 
Summer 1976, p.486. 
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because of their· class nature·, elitist character and other 

internal contradictions. Therefore;· a revolutionary 

situation was bound to develop in those cou~tries sooner 

or later. South East Asia being China's special area of 

interest did not live t0 see these movements de'veloping 

draftlessly without Chinese helping and controlling 

hand. On the others ide all the members of the ASEAN were 

afraid of the internal communist uprising and used to think 

that the Communist groups p~esent in the soi 1 were 

detrimental to their national progress. 

Also the Chinese domination of Singapore in many 
' . 

strata of activity created a fear of complex in the minds 

of the people of Singapore and they did not want . to be 

looked down upon as a "Second Chinese State"'~ which ) 

indireCtly restrained them from coming closer to China. 

"!'be· choice naturally fell for the third party~ 

Japan~ who could pre-eminently fi~ to the positiom of a 

protector with its autonomous foreign policy~ in which 

apparently though economic factors constituted_the most 

pervasive and continuously operative influence. 

In the. past~ Japan was so throughly. absorbed in 
- .. ~ .. 

Big Pe7oier--diplomacy~ that it ignored the smaller ·nations. 
I • • • 
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The Japanese thinking essenti.ally evolved around on 

East West axis f.or. that. matter •. But the series of shocks 

in early seventies, e.g~· •Nixon shecks'"31 and 1973 oil 

crisis!: has turned its attention more
1 

towards a North

S(,)Uth arrangement~ 2 specially towards the South East 

Asian states •. 

Japan·* with its "omhidimensiC>nal diplomacy"' ls 

neither,·tooi-'close nor too hostile to any of the Major 
.. <M··;_.~ . . . . , . . , 

Powers present in the region. Though . the two 'shokkus 

have farced Japan to remodel its foreign policy vis-a-vis 

America~' in late 70S nevertheless she is still an ally of 

the us bloc. She is fully aware of the reality that 

US can be the guarantor of her international "Resource 

Diplomacy 11
• Nonetheless~ in Southeast Asia particularly 

Japan's· economic diplomacy is flonrshing under tbe nuclear 

umbrella of united' States. · Japan simply cannot overrule 
I 

31. The two shocks'~ dollar devaluation and rawrochment 
with China and USSR were in 1971 and· 1972 respect~vely. 

32. Foreign Minister Kiiohi M:l.yazawa told the 75th Session 
of the Diet in January 1975 that one of the policy 
goals of Japanese foreign policy was to seek a diversi
fied diplomacy while continuing to regard the us as a 
cornerstone and maintaining peaceful co-existence with 
the Soviet union and China. See ,roreign Policy Address, 
4 January; 1975, pp.19-20. 
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the important aspectf; or weakness of her foreign policy. 

On the other hand Japan in.south East Asia particularly 

is not blocked by either Peking or lobscow. In fact their 

main strategy is to block eaCh other •s way:~. not of Japan 

by any means • 

ASEAN group1' on their side know by now that chances 

of conflict while dealing with Japan is tess than with any 

other major power present in the region. 

on the other band Japan also needs the region 

very much to secure the supply of raw materials and export 

market. The security of Indian and Pacific Ocean through 

which oil is being transported is vitally .~ortant to ~ 

Japan •s economic diplanaey. At the current rate of 

economic growth Japan will ne~d same 800 million tons of 

crude oil per year in the early eighties~ when the 

estimated GNP rises to us $ 720,000 million. By tbe same 

year about lfOOO million tons of freight will move in 

and out of Japanese ports each year.33 

33. Sbimamura, osamu~ "Impo~sibility of Development Irito 
a Major Military P<;Mer""·; oriental Economist, VOl ~39!~-
no. 724, February 1971~'- p.lS. · 
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, The 1973 oil crisis disturbed Japanese economy---/'

much more than any of the OC)Ult. ry in the world. It must 

be noted that Japan is dependent almost entirely on 

imported energy. About 85 per cent of the energy used in 

Japan comes from petroleum and other energy materials' of 

which 80 per cent is from the Arab countries. • On the 

other hand Japan imports about 50 per cent of its food 

requirements~~ of which so per cent is fran the us; '!he 

Japanese economy is thus manipulated by·two strong 
~ 

strings - one attached to the US and the other to the 

Arab countries. It. is this dilemma which determines the 

economic destiny of Japan.34 

Japan is thus looking for some alternative base to 

avoid this dilemma by diversifying its foreign policy. 

To Japan# ASEAN is too good to rely upon. Fifteen per __ _,/ 

cent of her oil requirements now comes from Indonesia / 

34. Yano Toru and Ichimura Sinichi~ "The Future Pattern 
of Japanese Economic and Political Relations With 
Southeast Asia"f:i Discussion Paper ·.No.Bf# 
a March, 1975, p.3~ 
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and Japan is number one partner and in some places only 

second to us in respect of trade and investment in ASEAN 

region·. A legacy of hostility and fear towards Japan among 

many, in Europe. and the us and an increasing general feeling 

that Japan has benefited more than anyone else from the 

international trading system yet'# bas done little to help 

make tt work we 11. The Japanese see their present success 

as fundamentally illusory due to lack of raw n,~aterial. 

So'# the very life-line of Japan economy is to get 

raw material. For this purpose~· Japan has to operate under 

the so-called "Resource Diplomacy" in· South East Asia, 

especially ASEAN region~ from where she gets the lion 

share of her required raw-materi~ls. One can safely 

assume that in the near future both will be interdepende¢ 

on each other~; Whether they like it or not. Both are 

having vital vested interest for which they are bound 

to co-operate if not in any other: at least in the 

economic field. 



( 

Chapter - II 

JAPAN!.S TRADE AND AID WITH ASEAN · 
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Because of the lack of natural resources and the 

availability of an able and industrial source of manpower, 

the Japanese economy has developed for the last hundred 

years basically through "processing trade"· activities~. that 

is importing raw materials~ manufacturing them for domestic 

use and exporting except for the exports of staples such as 

tea and silk in the early days. 

Trade with South East Asia has been as important 

for Japan as the trade with the us# each direction accounting 

for a third of total trade. Japan •s trade with South East 

Asia has provided and will continue to provide her with a 

large export surplus. '!'he rapid industrialisation after _J 
the war,made Japan to trade with· less developed and 

developed countries to gain access to raw materials and 

mineral fuels. Almost 80 per cent of its annual requirement 

of food and raw materials are imported from outside sources, 

without this her industrial economy will collapse. OUt of 

80 per cent. nearly 40 p~r cent of her annual requirements 

are ~orted from United States and about 18 per ce~t 

from South East Asia. Then the importance of South East 

Asia in respect of trade is very significant for Japan. 
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Probably, that is the reason~ South East Asia has been 

given special priority in respect of trade and aid in 

Japanese foreign policy since the time of Premier Yoshida 

on the_otherhand, the preoccupation with transition growth 

in South East Asia led to an extra regional orientation. 

This external orientation is a natural outcome of the 

resource and technological complementarity between these 

developing countries and the industrially advanced 

countries. In the transition context this complementarity 

lies in tbe exchange of land and/or labour intensive 

exports for capital goods and technology required for 

modernization of agriculture and industrialization. · 

Thus from the very beginning all the Southeast 

Asian countries depended on external trade. Because of 

the limited domestic market their econ~y had been export~ 

oriented. ASEAN states have inherited'; what is commonly 

called a "colonial pattern of trade" with high dependence 

on the industria.l market economies, particularly with 

Japan and the united States. As much as 60 per cent of 

its annual trade is with industrial countries of the 

West and Japan; consequently intra-regional trade remains 

correspondingly small. Despite many years of regional 
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co-operation,, the total intra-ASEAN trade tum-over 

for 19754' was ()nly us $ 6 billion or 15 per cent of total 
1 2 

ASEAN trade. · This can be analysed from Table - I. 

Since the end of the war; Japan's efforts have been 

directed to broadening its resource bases and markets. 

As its economy based on tot a 1 extern a 1 trade, she 

continued to maintain economic relationship with Southeast 

Asian countries. The process of decolonization and the 

' general atmosphere of free trade have helped Japan in its 

task to trade with other countries in the world. ·The 

IMF--GATT system has helped it to promote a relatively 

free fiow of trade and resources. 

After 1967 • with the formation of ASEAN:,. Japanese 

tr.ade has increased with this regional graup. ASEAN as 

a group supplies more than 27 per cent ef the Japan •s raw· 

material· requirements. While geographical proximity is 
. . 

an obvious reason'~· the degree of canplenentarity in 

econanic structure between Japan an.t ASEAN is ~ot to be 

...... 

1. Asia Year Book, 1979, PP. 70-74. 

2. Computed· from It-m' and IBRD. Direction of Trade 
Annual;l 1961-63 and 1970-74; and IMF; Direction of 
Trade, December 1976, January 1977 and May 1977. 
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Table """'I 

ASEAN DIRECTION OF TRADB 

Exports/lmports Industrial countries ASEAN Per-
Year . Grand Total · Per.- us Per- Japan Per- Total cent age 

Total ·celltage cent age qentage 
- ..... _,. - 1 .... - ~- - ·- - - -- - -- -- -------- ..... ---------- -- -·- ---- _.- .... -.. 
Exports 

1972 7·,857 .s 
i 

4'#686.2 59.6 1'.4_11.2 17.9 1-''018' 0 ,.., ... 24':'4 1';529';4 19.6 
1973 13:,214.0 8,210.9 " 62~-1 2,258.2 17·.1 3,628.5 27·.5 2.,586.3 15.9 
1974 22,608.2 13,983 .s 61.9 3,919.7 17.3 6,877.9 30.0 3,599.8 19.2 

1975 20;765.9 ~2~724.0 61.3 4,124.0 19.9 5,609.2 21 .·o 3.,35o.o 16.1 
1971-75 
Average 12,361.9 7,612.0 60.7 2.,.433.6 18.0 3:,381.0 26 .6. 2,127 .• 7 18.0 

Imports 

1972 . 9,442.·3 5,806.8 61.5 1,448.5 15.3 2;501.1 26.1 1,149,.0 12.1 
1973 14',197 ~7 8,546.1 60.2 2,272.8 16~0 3,575.1 25.1 1#678.4 11.;e 
1974 22,~13.5 13,1io.9 57 .s 3,366.1 14~5 5,516.9 24.2 '2,451.4 10.7 
1975 2'3,260'.7 13,450.6 57.8 3,613.6 15~5 3,697.2 15•8 2#'876.6 12.4 
1971-75 
Average 13,531.8 9',037 .7 . 2,078.5 14";9 

., 
60.0 3,041;~8 23.5 1,573.7 11~8 

I ' 
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While Japan's la.ck of resources makes it dependent 

on ASEAN, the technological and capital transfer from 
,_/ 

Japan to the latter is also vital for ASEAN economy. 

This mutual dependence in economic relations will be 
. 

analysed with respect to trade and capital flows from 

Japan to ASEAN. 

;Trade 

For ASEAN• Japan is the number one trade partner. 

It depends on Japan, for a large part of their basic 

materials such as iron and steel, petro-chemical products 

and fertilisers~ and there seems little hope that any 

alternative productive base will appear .. to_ take Japan •s ../ 

place at ··least into the first half of. the 1980S. In the 

fiscal year 1977:, ASEAN as a group depended to an extent 

of 26 per cent on Japan in exports,- and 25, per cent in 

imports# but Japan depended only to the extent of 11 per 

cent in terms of e~orts and 12 per cent in imports. 
I 

3. Hansberger. Waren. "Economic Co..Qperation and Integra
tion in the ASPAC aQd ASEAlrAreas", Asia Quarterly, 
vol.4," no.2. 1974,; pp.128-46. 
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~ composition of exports to Japan continues to be 

mainly crude oil and raw materials. Besides, ASEAN is a 

key supplier of certain important cOJmtodities like copper, 

natural rubber• tropical timber, vegetable oil and- seed 

oil, and hard fibres, tin and sugar. · Annually over 25 per 

cent of ABEAN's total trade is with Japan alone - far 

higher than any other siggle country or bloOKof countries 
I~ 

inciuding the US 'and the ESC. On Japanese side too; 

ASEAN ,has become ·increasingly important. In 1976 9'"'5 per 

cent of Japan's total exports went to ASEAN and the 

regional grCJUping in term#' supplied 12'.6 per cent of Japan •s 

total imports';' putting ASEAN ahead considerably of Africa··, 

Latin America and the Socialist countries.4 With its 

growing level of affluence'• Japan is beget by numerous 

problems such as a declining labour force and the growing ./ 

factors in the urban areas • The rural la~ur force;· _for 

example~ has dropped from 16'~:5 million in 1955 to 9.8 

million in 1970s.5 By locating factories ~tside Japan~ 

4. Asia Year Book, 1978, p~73. 

5. Sebestyen, Charlesl• The OUtward urge : Japanese Invest-
ment World""'Wide, (Iondont Economist intelligence Unit, 

. 1972)·• p.s. This study has an interesting table which 
compares the growth of wages and productivity in Japan. 
Wages in the textile industryi for instancej outstrips 
productivity and it can be seen that such industries 
may be confronted with increased costs. 
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entrepreneurs hope. to solve the immediate problems such as 

the rising wage levels~ which. notwithstanding productivity 

measures~; have .made certain in:Justries 1n Japa~·. ~~ longer 

profitable. Since _there ar~. reservoirs_ of. che~p and 

dexter011s labour ootside Japan the r~locati~n. of such 
. 

factories would be b~neficial to Japan. The ~her fa~tors 

which b~ve also led to increase in investment is the intro-

duction of strict anti-pollution laws in Japan. and_ the 

consequent relocation of indu~tries that are a ha~ard to 
. . . 6 

environment in other countries including South East Asia., 

Thusr:: the major e.ffort of Japan after the war bas 

been to establish links that were disrupted • Arid this it 

could do through trade and aid. policy besides other types 

of relations. J apanese eeonanic rE{lations With these . 

countries were elaborated with the estclbllshment· of manufa-J 
. ~ . .. -:!'.!: 

cturing and extractive industries in the region; of which 

most of them are. located in ASEAN. 

ASEAN is the exporter of certain key commodities 

C in 'l'able-2) which Japan needs very much to sustain its 

in~strial growth. 'l'rade is the best means to achieve j 
the, above goal. 

.· 

6. ~.·, p~7. 
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The Balance of Trade 

Before 19'72~ the balance of trade was in Japan's 

favou~~ but the subsequent price increases for. petroleum 

and. other· res-ources; products from ASEAN changed the 

picture. CUrrently only Singapore and 'l'hailand still run 

trade· deficits with Japan.7 

Among the. ASEAN (Jroup Japanese traae surplus is most 
- . - . 

conspicuous with Singapore~ followed by Thailand. In 

contrast trade deficit suffered by Japan with Indonesia 
~·~ .y, ... 

_ in 1971 was about the size of the surplus~ it bad with· 

Singapor~'; .. followed by 'l'hailand. B~t overall the trade 
·• ' 

position was ·in Japan''s favour only during the years . 

1965-69, although the deficit suffered in 197o-72 were 

not -as -large as those .in 1969 • In. other .words 1 by the 

criteria of -trade ·alon~ Japan stood to gain in terms 

of ·being able to ~ell more of its pro~ucts to ASEAN 

countries.8 

However these variations in trade balances- . . 

between Japan ~d the ASEAN, ~ easily explained .by·.the 

7. Asia Year Book, 1978, p.loo. 
·8. -Ibid., pp.101-2 •. 

·- . 
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Table - ·2 

MAJeR COMMODITY EXPORTS OF ASEAN REGICN~1 1975 

( us·. $ 1,.ooo. > 

Raw Material Malal'sia Indonesia Thailand S'ingapore 
• Thailand Total 

'i ! 

% of total 
. world exports-,... _________ _ 

----------------- ----------------
Natural Rubber 

Palm Oil 

Tin Metal(tons) 

Coconut Copra 
and coconut oil 

Spices (pepper) 

Rice 

Sugar 

-------
782;254 

594'-,-524 

77',635 

27'#511 

43~662 

Forest products 662~952 
Petroleum {crude 
1974)milli~n tons 

• Coppa~ 

** Denotes Philippines 

361';996 

151~,639 

14,.488 

175,.001 

** 402,.666 

22'.t'S67 

293';ooo 
** 580,.736 

.. 281,122 
** -- . 679.,064 2461775 

54,450 

** . 397,433. 

--
.16,.708 

45'#769 

--

--
--
--

1~319'~250 

819;524 

108#657 

4451'-885 . # 

112~~'298 

293#000 

861,.858 

1·,sa8,791 

54~'450 

397;433 

Sources: FAd;;: Trade Year Book, vol.29,. 1975; FAO, Year Book of Forest Products~ 1963-19741 
International Tin Council',. Monthly :BUlletin of Statistics·• vol'.21~' August 1977; 
~.P. Statistical Review of the World Oil Industries,. 1974; UN Year Book of Inter
national Trade Statistics, 1975. 

* As a percentage of world trade in copper ores (i.e~ excluding trade in metal) • 

• 

82~92 

83.57 

71.77 

63.62 

57.16 

9~21 

7.26 

15.09 

3.93 

3.10 
(17 .79) * 
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resource abundance or the respurce poverty of the later 

countries. While Indonesia and Malaysia are rich in 

resourcesi' Singapore and Thailand are deficient ~n it. 

Philippines can claim neither to be rich nor poor in 

resources. 

A greater insight into this trading relationship 

can be obtained if we analyse the pattern of ASEAN-Japan 

trade on bilateral basis between individual ASEAN countries 

and Japan. ln Table-3; when we consider Japan•s trade with 

Indonesia, it becomes apparent that the surpluses enjoyed 

by the latter was done mainly to its exp()rts of raw 

materia is and mineral fuels. -rn 1975:, mineral fuels alone 

accounted for us $ 2~725~2 million or 79.4 per cent of the 

total imports of Indonesia. This is a sharp jump consider

ing the fact that such imports were only us;$ 366.3 million 

in 1970. The pattern of trade is hence typically colonial, 

as far as Indonesia is concerned. Indonesia because of its 

availabil~ty of such highly demanded resources is likely 

to enjoy considerable surpluses in the foreseeable future. 

This is· not to say that~ that country is happy with such 

a state of affairs. with 57 per cent of its domestic .J 
revenue and 46 per cent of net foreign exchange earnings 
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Table - 3 

JAPAN •s TRADE WITH INDONESIA', 1970.75 

'OS $ Million 

·Item 1970 1971 - 1972 1973 1974 1975 

-------~--~----~--------~------------
Exports 

1. Food stuffs 23 .·o 20 •·2 17 .• s 
2; ~aw materials ,6.0 4.2 5~4 

3 • Light industrial ··-
products 66.0 82.8 105.7 

4. Heavy industrial 
& chemical 
products 

·Chemical 
products 

Metals 

Machinery· and 
equipnents 

(.37,.7) (51.0) (76~2) 

(62.3) (87e'2) (133.7) 

(119.3) (203.2) (270.4) 

5o.2 

6.3 

175.0 

32 .• 7 

26 .a 

247.2 

663 ~l t;l29 .9 

( 108~9) (198.9) 

(177'.5) (317 ;5) 

(376 • 7 > (613 .s> 

-
-

237 ;5 

(264.3) 

(475~6) 

(816.4) 

5. others 

Total Exports 

1.5 4.2 6.3 7.8 13.7 55.9 

Imports 

1. Food stuffs 

2. Raw materials 

3. Mineral Fuels 

4 • ~..anufactured 
goods 

5. others 

Total Imports 

Surplus/Deficit 

315.8 452.8 615.5 902;4 1,450.3 1,849;8 

19.4 

24-1~9 

366~3 

-

3 8'~'1 60.6 101.6 11d~'l 
328~9 323~'4 733 ;4 999~:6 

471.4 782.0 1",;342"~1 3f;·400'~3 

- - 34.6 59.9 

16+0 31;5 2~0 1.6 

-320.8 -401.6 -582.0 -1~311.3 -3,121~2 

122.8 

528'~4 

2# 725~'2 
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coming currently from oil exportst~ the Director General 

of Oil and Natural Gasi Wijarso;. str~ssed that unless new 

energy resources are developed early;· Indonesian damestiti 

oil consumption would surpass produc::tion within fifteen 

years.9 The hefty trade surpluses would thus be reduced 

substantially. 

With Malaysia~ Japan's trade deficit was very much 

smaller reaching us $ 125 e3 million in 1975:, comJ>ared to us 

·$ 252.4 million in 1970. While heavy industrial and chemical 

products were still Japan •s major exports to Mal~ysia. The 

major exports ~rom Malaysia to Japan were raw materials~ 

rather than mineral fuels. Further, the patter-n_ of trade 

was somewhat diluted by an increasing proportion of manu

factured goods being exported~ averaging 20 per cent of 
. 

imports from Japan in the period _of 1973~75. But like 

IIXJonesia# it is likely that the trade balance will be in 

Japan's disfavour so long as the depen(Jence on .rC!lw materials 

prevails. Nonethele·ss this surplus need not be· a pennanent 

feature as can. be seen fran the deep co~cer~ ·by the · 

Malaysian -leaders over possible increase in production of 

9. Far Eastern Economic Review, 10 JUne 1977,' 
pp. 85-89. 
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synthetic rubber by Japanese industries (Table-4). 

The trade surplus enjoyed by the Philippines in 

1975, was smaller than those in the years 19_74-75_. (~able-5) • 

. This was attributed to the sudden decrease in the demand 

for its raw materials~~~ that is, lumber. Imports of raw 

materials especially copper and iron also fell in both value 

and volume·, in 1974 and 1975. Again exports of heavy 

industrial and chemical production from Japan formed a major 

share in total exports amounting to us: $ 847.5 or 82':6 per 

cent in 1975. 

With the other two ASEAN countries where Japan 

enjoys trade surpluses~ the value of trade is. slightly 

la.rger with Singapore than Thailand •. However:~· the trade 

deficit with Singapore is ~ut five times that wi~h 

Thailand~ being us $ 1'1"124';8 million in 1?75, comp,ared to 

us $ 235.0 million with Thailand for the same year. 

Singapore's main exports to Japan have tra~itionally been 

processed mineral fuels•;· accounting for 74;~1 per cent in 

1975 compared with 81.8 per cent ·in 1970. This _it~m is 

subject to change depending on variations in demand. 

Since 1973* the second largest item of export to Japan has 

been manufactured goods~ This reflects the growing 
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Table - 4 

JAPAN'S TRADE WITH ~I.AY5JAi' 1970-75 

US $ Million 

··~ Commodity 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975-
.. 

---------------~--~--~-----~--
Exports 

1. Food stuffs 

2. Raw materials 
& fuels 

3. Light industrial 
products 

4. Heavy industrial 
& chemical 
products 

~~~ ... chemical products 

Metals 

4.5 

1.0 

25.3 

135.4 

(14.0) 

(41.9) 

. 5.7 

169;.8 

(17.1) 
..-

(44 ~9) 

1~5 

225.2 

(20.9) 

(54.4) 

3~5 

52.3 

382:8 

(31 ~5) 

(107 .4) 

8.4 

•. ·+ 

607';1 

(60.1) 

(191.9) 

9.0 

75.3 

427 .s 
(55.3) 

(122.3) 

Machinery an~ 
equipments. (79 .5 > <1o7 .a) (149 .9) (243 .9 > (355 .o> (299 .9 > 

5. others 

Total Exports 
I 

Imports 

1• Food stuffs 

2. Raw materials 

J!i Minerals 
4F;· Manufactured 

goods 

s. others· 

Total Imports 
Surplus/Deficit 

o.3 o.3 o.4 
"" ~---

166'.5 204.0 263.9 

10.1 

Jof.a 
3~3 

-
103.7 

418.9 

-252.4 

11 .a 24.s 
254.7 . 259:'3 

3;o s·;2 

- -
97.1 106.2 

372;6 3'95 .s 
-168.6 -131.6 

-- ~ ~ 

10.5 

447.9 

38~5 

570.8 

18~0 

148.3 

o.1 
7761:3 

-328~4 

. 5~2 

708.0 

27;~7 

671-.4 
74';'5. 

204.1 

1.3 

979.0 
-271:~·0 .. 

· Soureea JETRo. White Paper on International Trade, 
Various years. 

2s';5 

396;.2 

130~0 

134.2 

2~5 

69~'4 -
-125~3 -
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Table- 5 

. 
JAPAN'S . TRADE WITH THE PHILIPPINES, 1970-75 

us $ Million 

Exports 1970 19-'71- -· -1972 1973-·- 1974 1975 

---------------------~----------------
1. Food stuffs 
2'; Raw materials 

& fuels 
3. Light industrial 

products 
4. Heavy industrial 

& chemical 
products 
Chemical 
products 
Metals 
Machinery & 
equipments 

s. others· 
Total ~xports 
Iinports 
1. Food stuffs 
2'!1 Raw materials 

3~ Mineral fuels 
4. Manufactured 

goods 
s. others· 
Total Imports 

S1frplus/l)ef1cit 

16~7 

8s.a. 

341~6 

(45.;7) 

(121.6) 

. a.o 

98.8 

331.5 

(57 ~3) 
(92 .9) 

19'""5 .. 

.8s.s 

338.5 

(59~9) 
(97 .s) 

38:2 

11.0 

462.1 

(88.0) 

(16o.s> 

46.8 

132.7 

709.4 

(173.3) 

(207 .6) 

28.8 

13.0 

130.1 

847.5 

(121.3} 

(195.4) 

. 
(174.2) (181.3) (181.9) (213.3) (328.5) (530.8) 

3~1 

453 .• 7 

34.4 
483.5 

-
15.6 

533.5 

-79.8 

4~9 4.~. 6.1 8.3 6'.8 

464.8 457.4 620.3 911.2 1,026.2 

I 53 .1 71.3 103 ~ 4 234.9 630.8 

436.8 379.7 676.7 829.6 462.8 

- - -
-

. 
23.9 

513.'8 

-49.0 

19.8 

470';4 s2o.2 ttr'104 .ts 

25.6 

1"•8 

1!#121~0 

-94.8 -13.0 -199.9 -193.6 

Source : Cited in Table - 4. 
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importance of industrialization in Singapore as well as a 

willingness of Japan to ease its markets for such goods 

recently. But like its ASEAN counterparts~ Singapore 

continues to rely heavily on Japan's heavy industrial and 

chemical products. Such exports .from Japan totalled 

us:$ 1'1 252.6 million or 82.2 per cent· in 1975. (Table~). 

For Thailand the dependence on Japanese heavy 

industrial and chemical products is no less# being us 

$ 835.0 million or 87.1 per cent of total Japanese exports 
' . 

·in 1975. Thailand •s main exports to Japan were food s~uffs~~ 

which replaced raw .. materials after 1974. By 1975, exports 

of food stuffs amounted to us $ 456.0 million or 63.0 per 

cent of all Thailand's exports to Japan (see Table- 7). 

In summary Table - a, shows the pattern of ABEAN

Japanese trade. As in the earlier period 1967-71", trade 

deficits were suffered by Japan for all the three years 

except in 1972. The deficit surged up tremendously 1~ · 

1974 on account of the increase in price and ~ort of 

mineral fuels .~rom ASEAN to Japan. Raw materials and food 

stuffs were among the other major ASEAN exports to Japan 

in 1975. In comparison:· ·exports of mineral fuels for the 
• 
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same year were 49.5 per cent. Thus', while manufactured 

goods to J~pan were considerable after 1973'~' the proportion 

was only 6 .4 per cent in 197 5 • The compos it ion of exports. 

to.Japan continues to be mainly crude oil and raw materials. 

On the other hand, bilateral ex-ports from Japan to 

· each of the ASEAN countries have been dominated by heavy 

industrial and chemical products or over SO per cent in all 

cases. In aggregate·,' in 1975# such exports from Japan 

totalled us $ 4,964.0 million or 83.8 per cent of total 

exports. They are followed by light industrial products'~ 
. 

amounting to us $ 749.3 million or 12~6 per cent of total 
. . -

-
exports. So long as Japan remains as a cheap competitive 

source for such products'i its trade position in all the 

ASEAN cou~tries is unlikely to be replaced for ·Some years 

to come. · 

Japan •s record trade surplus of $ 11'.150 million in 

the year 1976:·· . has every reason to welcane closer economic 

co-operation with the ASEAN countries, her major market 
; -

and prime source of raw materials • However 1 the changes 

that have occurred in international political system due to 
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Table - 6 

JAPAN'S TRADE WITH SINGAPORE'I 1970-75 

us $ Million 

Exports - - - . 1970 1971 1972- -- 1973 - 191'4~ 1975-

-------- -- ~ .... -- - ... ------ -- ... -- ---------- -
1. Food stuffs 

2. Raw materials 
& food stuffs 

3. Light industrial 
products 

4·• Heavy industrial 
& Chemical 
products 

Chemical 
products 

Metals 

Machinery & 
equipments 

s. others 

Total Exports 

Imports 

1 •• Food stuffs · 
2. Raw materials 
3. Mineral Fuels 
4. Manufactured 

goods 
5. others 
Tot a 1 Imports 

~urplus/t>eficit 

9';5 12·~2 12.5 18.7 20.8 31~7 

5.4 10.2 4.9 

156.2 182.2 173.7 209.1 210.4 219.5 

249.4 303.6 501.9 

(21.8) (24.5) (34~7) (50.1) (76.7) (67.3 

(85.8) <112.1> (135.5) (197 .4) (417 .5) (388.2 

(142.1) (167.0) (331.7) (444.0) (634.2) (797.1 

1~3 1.9 9.1 

423.o 5os.o· 701.5 

1··1 

·9~2 

70.8 

-
5~4 

86.5 

336.5 

2~1 

7.8 

93.6 

.... 
10~4 

113.9 

394.1 

4•1 

10.8 

86.6 

-
19.7 

120.9 

580.6 

5;2 18.1 15.0 

929.9 1',387 .9 1,523'. 7 

-, .4 

15.9 

148.3 

47.7 

3~7 

22;3 .o 
706.9 

9~9 8.6 

15~1 8.3 

522 •1 295.4 

68.3 82.6 

3~5 4.0 

618'~9 398.9 

769.0 1,124.8 

Source : Cited in Table - 4. 
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Table - 7 

JAPAN•S TRADE WITH THAIIAND:• 197o-75 

US $ Million .. 
Commodity 1970 1971 1972 1973 ·1974 1975 .. -

-----------------------.-.--------.-.-----
Exports 
1. Food stuffs · 2.0 1.8 

2. Raw materials and 
food stuffs 4.8 10.1 

3. ~ght industrial 
product~ 74.5 61.5 

4. Heavy industrial 
and chemical 
products 
Chemical 
products 

. Metals 
Machinery and 
equ·ipment ' 

5. others 
Total Exports 

Imports 
1. Food stuffs 
2. Raw materials 
3. Manufactured 

goods 
4~ others 
Total Imports 

Surplus/Deficit 

365~7 

(55'~'5) 

(91~6) 

370.4 

(61:6> 

(98. 7) 

(218~-6) (210.1) 

2.2 1.3 

449.2 445.1 

75.6 112.3 

97.8 97.9 

-- --
189~6 229·•9 

259.6 205.2 

· Source : Cited in Table - 4 

8.7 9.4 

65.0 88.7 

445.0 

(82-.6) .(112.8) 

(107 .1) (115.6) 

(255.3) 

1.6 

113.2 

98.7 

.. 
40.2 

252.1 

270.1 

(345 ~3) 

5~4 

720.0 

134;5 

158.7 

96.3 

4.1 

393.6 

326 .. 4 

/ 

2.5 

24.2 
/ 

812.2 

(130;6) 

(208.4) 

86~9 

835~0 

(161.8) 

(181.7) 

(473.2) ., (491.5) 

12~7 12.7 

951.2 

351.3 

193.8 

137.5 

- 3.2 
685.8 

265.4 

958.7 

456";0 

153.-6 

110-.8 

3~3 

723'• 7 

235.0 
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Table - 8 

JAPAN-ASEAN TRADE • 1970-75 • 

us $ Million 

~onmodity 1970 1971 ~ 1972 1973 1974 1975 - -- - - - - - - - -· ..... - -- ---- - - - -- -- ---- - ---- ---- --
Ex:eorts 
1. Food stuffs 54.7 61.5 57~8 117;7 111;2 69.5 

2. Raw materials 
' & mineral fuels 25.9 33.0 28•9 35'!6 79.8 421:o 

3. Light industrial ~ 

products 407.8 450.9 461.1 628.0 772.6 749.3 

4. Heavy industrial 
and chemical 
products 1,311.4 1:, 516 .• '1 1~,990~9 2'j813'~'2 4;,387 .o 4'~964.0 

s. others 8.4 12.6 22.3 26.0 58~0 94~7 
--

- ~-··· . __ ..._. ...... 

Total Exports 11;eoa.2 2'~074.7 2·,56o~~s 3,620.5 51;4oa~'6 5,'924 .5 

Im;eorts 
1. Food stuffs 140~6 223.4 274.0 385~4 733~9 1,246~7 

2·~ Raw. materials 1,134~2 1,126.1 1,071.2 2,155.5 2;709.5 1',549.3 

3. Mineral 
Fuels 440.4 568.0 873~8 1,508.4 3,996.9 3~,150~-6 

4. Manufactured 
goods 16 .• 2 19.7 362.2 508!4 404~5 

s~· others 1--

133~7 147~4 217.4 15.3 11.3 14.2 
-

Total ImEorts 1¥!;865'.1 2'~084·;:6 2'!436'.-4 4'!'426 ;·a 7~·96o·;·o 6 ,365~-3 

Surplus/Deficit -56'~9 -9.9 -124•1 -806.3 -2~551~4 -440.8 

I 

Source: Cited in Table - 4. 
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the war, and the suc'cessive Communist victory 

and us withdrawal policy~' the ASEAN partners 

have realized that co-operation with their neighbours rather 

than confrontation would serve their interellt best. And at 

the same time they realized that the only Asian country 
• 

which can substantia~ly contribute to thei.t' economic growth 

is Japan. 10 On the other hand~: Japan also after the us 

withdrawal from South East Asian scene is understood to have 

been shouldering the economic burden of that region; speciallY 

of ASEAN partners. Thus it is a policy of nrutual help. The 

event of 197 2 has forced tham both~; to come closer in respect 

of trade and other economic r~lationship. 

otherwise also Japan has got important place in 

respect of trade with its ASEAN partners. It is the largest 

exporter. of goods to Indonesia and Thailand·,' the second 

largest to the Phillippines and the third largest to Malaysia 

and Singapore. Japan also supplies largest volume~·of 

imports to many of these countries •11 (see Table-9). 

10. Raichaudhry., S.'# "Japan and the ASEAN"., Amrita Bazar 
Patrika, 8 August 1977. 

11. Sakurai~ Yoshiko, "Japan Views ASEAN in Newlight "., 
Tribune. 30 March 1976. 
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Table ':"' 9 

JAPAN'S FOREIGN TRADE BlY REGION OF · DESTINATION 

(million doll_ars) 

Country an~ Year Imports---· - '-- -- Exports -

- -·--- -·-------------- _,- ·-- ·----- -·- .... -
Indonesia 1970 

1975 

1976 

1977 

Philippines 1970 

1975 

1976 

1977 

Singapore 1970 

1975 

1976 

1977 

~laytia 1970 

1975 

1976 

1977 

Thailand 1970 

1975 

1976 

1977 

637 

3:i430 

4',091 

4,997 

533 

1,121 

793 

897. 

87 

399 

647 

687 

419 

691 

1 1~362 

1'1560 

190 

724 

848 

748 

316 

1";850 

1i,639 

l#797 

454 
1-,026 

1,114 

17'100 

423 

11;524 

1~531 

1"~'719 

166 

566 

704 

863 

449 

959 

1~070 

1~360 

.J Source: statistical Handbook of Japan, (Tokyo,. 
1978), p.82. 
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Japanese economic interests tend to be more global 

because of their scale and considerations of security of 

investments • A number of studies have been made on Japan 's 

future trade with 'arious parts of the world. one projection 

made by an economist!; Kanamori and sane others by MITI have 

concluded that Japanese exports to South East Asia will tend 

to dec line', whereas her imports wi 11 increase. Japan's 

exports to South East Asia in 1970 constituted 25 ."4 per 

cent of her export trade1i but in 1975:~ 20 per cent and in 

1985 around 18 • 5 per cent. There is a tendency for Japan's 

exports to sooth East Asia to decline as a percentage of her 

total exportst,: imports however will increase. At present 

they are something like 16 per cent but in 1985 they are 

expected to be around 19 per cent~ 

The above study reveals that in spite of all external 

and internal domestic constraints,Japan will remain close to 

ASEAN in respect of trade and aid~ However; her strategy 

or policies might change from time to time according to the 

situation and circumstances. As has been- pointed out by 

Kanamori~ Japan will prefer to import more from ASEAN 

region. 

This above shift in Japanese policy has led Japan to 

make more loans~ aid and investment in ASEAN region Wbidh we 

will discuss below. 
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Aid 

The need to· gain access to foreign raw materials 

bas led Japanese business to engage itself to make loans to 

foreign economies and to engage in overseas investments. 

These activities are patronized by the Japanese government .. 
which keeps a watchful eye on overseas investment by Japanese 

firms as welt as on foreign investment in Japan. Technological . 
assistance contracts also have been subject to validation 

through case by case government screning.12 

By 1970s Japanese industrial co~ittee had committed 

themselves to a new strategy that is foreign direct invest

ment. The Japanese approach to international businessmen 

has many characteristics of- a military campaign. This attitude 

has aptly been described by Yanagat "In the conduct of 

foreign relations~ economic matters virtually monopolise 

the government·;, with the result that diplanacy becomes the 

means to achieve economic ends. Without economic prosperity1~ 

Japanese independence and integrity would te meaningless. n 13 

12. Yoshida1# F.,, "Inward and Qltward Investment Policies 
of Japan", (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance) ; 5 october';1971. 

13. Yanaga,c.:, Big Business in Japanese Politics, 
(New Haven: Yale University Press# 1971),, p.3. 

/ 
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From an examination of post-war development it is clear that 

Japanese policies towards inward and overseas, investments 
14 

have been adjusted to the goals of the industrial strategy. 

There are four types of economic relationship between 

Japanese corporations and South East Asian nations. TheY 

are : (1) Trade'i (2) Licensing'~ (3) Direct Investment', and 

(4) Indirect Investment. 

Direct Investment J 

OJt of these four categories1
, Japan gives importance 

to foreign direct investment.15 The Japanese direct private 

investment in ASEAN totalled about $ 4 billion at the end of 

the· year 1976. Although~ Japan is a new comer in this field, 

it ha~ been catching up fast with the US and Western European 

countries in this field. At present#,it is being disclosed 

by the Board of Investment reports that Japanese investments 

are second in the Philippines~ second in Indonesia~ first 

in Thailand7 and third in Malaysia, and lastly# has got a 

second position in Sing~pore. The rate of Japanese 

14. In addition~ foreign investment in Japan ·has been restri
cted because Japan feels that foreign control,of Japanese 
firms would result in the introduction of foreign manage
ment, which would not work easily within the traditional 
framework of close Japanese Government business working 
relatic;mship in Japan~;, arises from the fact that both 
parties view each other as instruments of national 
policy~ Yanaga, n.13, p.76. 

15• Intarathai, Khorntong~ "Japanese Development from the 
Viewpoint of the South East Asia", Japan Quarterly, · · 
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investment in this region increased quickly~ i.e. by 84.6 

per cent fran 1974 to 1977. In the near future Japanese 

investments in ASEAN are making great efforts to obtain 

~apanese investments in their countries.16 

The whole of Asia received about 21 per· cent of the 

total Japanese overseas investments in the decade·of 

seventies. This share rose to 2~ per cent in 1975 and 

expected to remain so in the near futurei; uPtil 1980. 

The rest are dispersed throughout Latin America~ Africa 

and the Middle East. Thus Japan •s trade and investments 

are more widely distributed than they have ever been in the 

past, although the share of us and South East Asia parti-
' 

cularly seem to be more prominent, than otbers.17 

vol.26.; no.2, April-June 1979~ pp.219-29. 

16. Direct investment is acquisition of shares. To be exact'i 
it is "the amount of direct investment = the number of 
acquired ·shares x the market value of shares". But', 
since the shares of most s·outh East Asian corporations 
are not traded in the stock market1

, par value •.. When 
shares in an existing corporation are acquired~ the 
value per share Japanese corporations have paid may 
differ from the par value. Therefore, the amount of 
Japanese investment discussed in the following pages 
may not exactly be the amount of capital used to acquire 
shares. But since Japanese direct investment usually 
takes place in connection with setting up new companies, 
the difference is small. 

17. Romana'iElpidio;, R. Sta, "Dependency and Philippines 
Japan's Economic Relations"·, The Japanese Interpreter, 
vol.12i no.2f; Spring 1978, pp.234-47. 
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F~_;.st, because of hardening of us attitude to imports 

from Japan in the early 1970s and increasing costs of land 

and labour at home, Japanese investors are directing their 

attention to South East Asia. A projection by a Japanese 
. I • 

Bank indicates that by 1980 this region's share in Japanese 

foreign investments will rise more than seven times to 

24.7 per cent of the total; while Europe's share will decline 

substantially from 24'e5 per .cent in 1973 to 14~7 per cent 

and that of North America from 22.9 per cent in 1975 to 

17.7 per cent in the year 1977 and omtards. 

Then secopt31y, Japanese reserves are close to 

$. 5 billion. A pressure to get them to revalue the yen 

would but fail. The logical thing would be to raise invest

ments.18 At present the reserves equal to about dix months 

of importsi;- this allows Japan to fulfil its intention of 

doubling the aid'~. Furthermor.e~' when it was announced that 

all "advanced countries should give 1 per cent of their 

GNP in foreign aid to the developing countries~ Japan 

responded quickly to this policy. US is lowering its aid 

J 

and investments in that region~ thus paving the way to . 

18. According to current international practice, 
foreign investment includes loan, shares and other 
securities~ branch establishments and other property. 
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Japan to raise its aid and investment in ASEAN region. 

This we can see from the table-10 and table-11. 

Japanese investments in some of the ASEAN countries 

is second only to US. However1 Japanese relations and 

investments in ASEAN are something different from what 

they are in any part of the wot"ald • She is making "pack~e 

i~ "'• th~~, is 1 by helping the developing countries 

raisir.g their exports for Japanese markets only. In South 

East Asil9 only four countriesil': Indonesia'i Thailand~~-; 

Taiwan and Korea claim 70 per cent of the total Japanese 

foreign investments in the region. JUst over 60 per cent 

of the total Japanese foreign investments at the end of 
/ 

the fiscal year 1975-76 was in the form_ of portfolios 

investment~0 nearly a third in the form of loans and nearly 

7 per cent in investments in overseas branches. 

In the near future Japanese investments in ASEAN 

might be at the top of the list. These investments are 

19 • Sometimes Korea and Taiwan are also included 
under South East Asia. 

2o. Accor.iag to Japanese convention this refers to shares 

J 

and other securities issued by sUbsidiaries incorporated 
·in foreign countries. Similarly loans are made to a 
branCh, subsidiary or a joint venture in foreign 
countries. 
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Table -10 

JAPAN 1'5 BILATERAL CO-OPERATION TOWARDS ASEAN COUNTRIES (1976) 

Officia.l Development Assistance 
Grant Assistance Technical Assis~ 

· tance 
Amount Share Amount Share 

T.otal-

Amount Share 

Government loan ---T o t a 1 

Amount Share Amount Share 

----------------------~-----------------------------
Indonesia 

Thailand 
Philippines 
Malaysia 
Singapore 
ASEAN Tot a 1 

Asia 
World 

1 

-
20 

-
21 
69 

77 

-
26.0 

-
27 • .3 

89.6 

1oo.o 

12 

8 

7 

4 

1 

32 

54 

108 

11~'1 

.1.4 

6.5 . 
/ 3.7 

0.9 

29~6 

so.o 

1oo.o 

- . 

13 7.0 

8 4~3 

27 14,.:6 

4 2.2 
1 .. 0'~'5 

53 28.6 

123 66.5 

185 100.0 

Source a Far Eastern Economic Review·,- 10 March, 1979. 

188 33.1 200 26.6 

35 6.2 43 s;7 
49 8.6 76 10';1 

30 5~3 34 4.5 
_4. 0~7 6 o.e 

306 53 •. 9 359 47.7 

4.58 80.6 581 77.2 

568 1oo:o 753 100.0 
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Country 

s.a 
Table·- 11 

JAPAN 1S BILATERAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION T(l'llARDS ASEAN (1976) 

Direct Investment others Export 
Credit 

Tot a 1 Tot a 1 1960-76 Aceumu1ated 
. --··Total 

Amount-- -Share ·- .... Amount -Share- Amount Share - Amount. Share - - Ameunt-- - -· Share 

------~~---------------~----------------~---~-------

Indonesia 785 4o;.'o 125 15.8 909 33~0 1~110 31.7 4~;·092 16.9 
Thailand 8 o·.4 13'"l 1r:7 5 0~'2 •• 38 1.1 486 2.0 
Philippines 56 2;~·9 121 15

1

~3 177 '6 .4 253 7 .. '2 1,544 6.4 
Malaysia 45 2.5 2 0~!~3 47 1.7 81 2~3 634 2~6 
Singapore 56 2.9 4 o·:s 51 1.9 57 1.6 420 1'.7 
ASEAN Total 950 48.5 231 29.2 1,179 42'.8 1,539 43.9 7~176 29.6 
Asia 1'~045 53.-2 396 so.1 1",441 52.3 2',022 57.6 13!,486 ss.a 
World 1,965 1oo.o 790 1oo.o 2,755 100".0 3~508 100.0 24~, 184 1oo.o 

Source: As cited in Taa1e - 10. 
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mainly concentrated in textile~ steel, mining~ chemical 

productsc~ electrical appliances, and mechanical products'; 

which are the basic industries of the region. 

Foreign Investment By Region 

Investment in Indonesia, a rich source of fuel andJ 

other raw materialsr, had increased to $ 612 million as 

against total us lnvestment in the country of $ 843 

million. Total Japanese investment in Thailand had already 

cross the $ 100 million mark by March 1973 and more than 

doubled by the end of the year 1976. 

In Philippines'# it totalled around $ 45 million in 

the beginning year of the formation of ASEAN~ and had 

reached $ 78 million now. But Japanese share in foreign 

investment in Philippines remains low at 10 per cent', while 

the us share is a little over two thirds. In recent years 

Japanese investmrs seem to be keen to buy up the US interest 

in the Philippines, one of the important examples being 

the acquisition by the Mitsubishi Corporation of a 20 per cent 

equity shares in the Ayala corporation. Japanese companies 

have recently21shown interest in copper mining and smelting, 

21. The Far Eastern Economic Review'# 28 August, 1971, 
p.73. 
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afforestation programnes11 ship-building and the tourist 

industry~ The cumulative total of Japanese investment in 

Malaysia increased from about $ 36 million to $ 62 milli~nf;· · 

most of this going into mining, wood and pulp prodUcts and 

manufacturing. Singapore1; Hong Kong'~ the Ryakyee islands 

and the Republic of Korea have also attracted Japanese 

private capital. Investment in Singapore rose ten fold 

between 1969 onwards to$ 244.8 million with investors 

interest• compressors~ black and white colour television 

carbide. 

::Zt of these investments are largely in the form 

of joint participa.tion with other entrepreneurs. Secondly'~ 

such investments rely more extensively on loans and are 

engaged generally in single-product or simple processing 

methods. These investments are usually in the form of 

a "package",. incorporating finance~ technologyji market 

l 
~ out ets and even personnel from Japan. 

Jit is clear that this move taNards manufacturing and 

industrial investments merely reinfqrces its already active 

trading patterns in South East Asia. 

22 • For details see Alien,. T .w.,. Direct Investment of 
Ja anese Ente rises in Southeast Asia : A Stud of 
Mbtivations~ Characteristics and Attitudes, Bangkok: 
Economic Cooperation Centre for Asia and P·acific 
Region,. 1973 r,. p'• 27. 
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Direct investment tied to trade can be classified 

into three types z (a) import substitution, (b) resour~y' 
"exploitation, and (c) export ~riented. 

The imp~bstitution type of direct investment 

takes place when host countries impose barriers against the 

importation of finished goods. The resource exploitation 

type of investment takes place when corporations invest in 

agriculture, mines~' forestry an:1 fishing. This ist,; in 

essence~ the investment which enhances the flow of natural 

resources from South East Asia to Japan. When direct 

investment is not allowed or is difficult as in the 

Philippines',. ind~ect investment is made to play the same 

role. The export oriented type of investment is rather ____..., 
a new phenomenon as far as Japan is concerned. Its purpose 

is to produce industrial goods~ but unlike the case of the 

import substitution type of investment1
; the products are 

not sold to the domestic market • 

S:ince South East Asian countries~ especially 

Singapore, seem to offer better economic -opportunitiest,

export oriented type_ of investment began to flow to this 

region. In conjunction with financial assistance through 
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foreign aid,. J9pan has a substantial amount of private 

investment in the region. Table-12# below shows the amount 

of private investment distributed in ASEAN: 

Table - 12 

JAPAN'S DIREcr PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN ASEAN: 1972-76 

Country 1971 1972 1973' 1974 . 1975 

--------------- --- -- ----- ---- - -
"'ndonesia 48.6 112.4 119.3 298.0 810 

Malaysia 14.0 12.1 13.4 95.0 200 

Philippines 29.0 4.5 9.7 30.0 130 

Singapore 8.9 15.1 42.,.2 20.0 170 

Thailand 12.7 8.6 29.6 20.0 160 

Total ASEAN 113.2 152.7 214.2 513.0 1,4·70 

' Total 
Pacific Asia 167.1 236.9 401•5 NA NA 

--
Source: Extracted from Kershver, T.R., Japanese 

Foreign Trade, (Le~ington, M.ass: D .c. Heath & 
co., 1975), p.141. 
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As a group ASEAN has absorbed the lion's share 6£ Japan •s 

private investment in Asia, taking 78.0 per cent in 1968 
~ 

and 53 ~3 per cent in 1972. M.lch. of thes·e investments arV/ 

found in manufacturing and in mineral extract ion. Most of 

the investments are vested in Indonesia~ where they could 

be found in mining (about 49%)# manufacturing (largely in 

textiles or 30%), agriculture~ fisheries and forestry (7<:1"). 

Most of these investments are largely in the form of loans 

and development credits. 23 

This pattern is contrasted to that of Thailand# 

where much of the investments are directly controlled 

ventures with, the result that~; that country has now more 

Japanese owned or associated enterprises than any other 

24 country in Asia except Ta~an• 

Japan though only secom to the us in terms of total 

value of assets invested,. had a greater number of 

subsidiaries. Again the average size of Japanese invest

ment is small because its investors prefer joint ventures. 

There are not many 100 per cent owned Japanese subsidiaries. 

23. Sebestyen,. Charles,. n.s# pp.24-25. 

24. Ibid., p.24. 
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The typical pattern for Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia. is 

a joint venture on fifty fifty basis. The Japanese 

prefer~ed a joint v~nture b~cause they wanted to control 

local distribution channel and needed parties to handle 

domestic marketing:~, apart from the need for local expertise. 

Besides joint venture~ reduce the average amount of 

Japanese inves~ment. 25 

The distribution of Japanese direct investment by 

industry is shown in the Table-13. The number of 

Japanese investments vary from country to country. As 

shown in Table-13, the largest number are Thailand's 98, 

and· the smallest are the Philippines • 14. The small 

number for the Philippines does not mean that she is not 

economically attractive to Japan. on the contrary~" she 

is one of Japan •s most important source of natural· 

resources in South East Asia. Thailand, on the other hand, 

offers little in terms of natural resources. The ·sum 

of Japanese direct investment and indirect investment. 

(mostly long term loans) is larger for the Philippines than 

for Thailand. 
I 

But there are more "Japanese" corporations 

25. I· . . Calculated from Tsurumi, Yoshi, The Japanese Are 
Coming, (Ballinger: Cambridge; Mass, 1976), p'.2S2. 

' ' 
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Table - 13 

DISTRIBUTION OF JAPANESE DIRECT INVESTMENTS 

BY INDUSTRY 

c 0 u 1.1. t. r y 
Industry 

Thailand Singapore Malaysia IndoP. '_P.hili-
nesia - ppines--

- .... -- .... - --- - --- - -- - -- .... - _., ------..-----i 2 3 4 5 6 

Agriculture~ 
Forestry, 

. Fishing 3 X X 16 X 

Mining 6 X 4 1 4 

Manufacturing 89 37 46 42 10 

(A) Food, beverages 
and tobacco 5 3 4 4 1 

(B') Textiles 

1. Spinning & 
weaving 27 6 3 12 1 

2. Gar;ments 17 2 2 10 1 

3. Industrial 
textiles 3 1 X i X 

(C) Chemicals 16 7 16 8 1 
1. Paints 1 ink 5 2 1 2 X 

2. Ferti l.izer, 
insecticide 2 X 2 X X 

3. Drugs 1 X 2 3 X 

4. Soap & 
cosmetics 2 2 3 1 X 

s. Batteries X 1 1 1 X 

6. Plastic 
products 1 2 4 1 1 

7. others 5 X 3 X X 

(D) Metal Fabrics 17 7 8 7 2 
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Table- 13 (contd •• ) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

-------------------------------- --
{E) 

(F) 

(G) 

Household 
appliances 9 1 4 2 3 

Machinery 4 
equipment 7 3 3 5 1 

' I 

1. General ' 
machinery X X 1 3 X 

2. Transport 7 1 2 2 X 

3. Ship-building 
& repairing X 2 X X X 

others 8 10 8 4 1 

1~ Paper & paper 
products X 1 2 X X 

2. Rubber '3 1 X X X 

3. Glass 1 X· X 1 X 

4. Cement X 2 1 X X 

s. Construction 
materials (not 
classified 
elsewhere) 1 2 4 X X 

6. Printi~g 2 2 X 1 X 

7. others 1 2 1 2 1 

Tot.al 98 37 so 59 14 

Source:: Yashihara#Kunio, "Japanese District Investment 
in Southeast Asia"~ Occasional Paper No.l8, 
(Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore), 
November, 1973, p.6. 
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(corporations with Japanese equity participation) for 

Thailand than for the Philippines. This is primarily due 

to the difference in the political and the economic climate. 

To be concretee, until recentlyf;· control over ,Japanese direct 

investment was much less in Thailand than in the Philippines. 

The relatively small number for Singapore is 

probably because of her domestic market is small. The 

smaller number of 'Japanese corporations• in Indonesia 

than in Thailand are because the former was not politically 

stable until recently and her economic policies had not 

been conducive to foreign investors for some time. 

Table-14 also shows that concentration of invest-

-ments are mostly in textile, especially in Thailand and 

Indonesia. If we e~amine the industrial distribution·; we 

find. that except for a fe~i, most investments are very 

small. But some investments are large. Thus~ the invest

ment in textiles', ship-building and .tyres exceeds one 

million us dollars. The fact that the investment in 

.textile tends to be large partly explains the fact that 

Indonesia has the l~gest average size of Japanese 

investment. 

In Table-14• we will analyse the average size of 

Japanese investment by industry in ~EAN region. 
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Table - 14 

AVERl\GE SIZE OF JAPANESE INVESTMENI' AY INDUSTRY 

(Unit • US$ 1,000) • 

c 0 u n t r y 
Industry 

Thailand Singapore __ Malaysia Indo- Phili-
nesia ppines 

-~--------------------- --------- - ..... --
1 

, 
2 3 4 s· 6 

Agriculture, 
Forestry, 
Fishing 128 X X 835 X 

Mining 51 X . 811 450 895 
Manufacturing 578 528 586 1,184 638 
(A) Food.,beverages 

and tobacco 715 556 505 543 513 
(B) Textiles 1,147 984 840 2~890 1,500 

1. Spinning & 
weaving 1,623 2,606 780 3,138 1,500 

2. Garments 265 182 119 X X 

3. Industrial 
Text.iles 510 149 X 11650 X 

(C) Chemicals 144 98 244 363 137 

1. Paints# ink 154 146 35 170 X 

2. Fertilizer, 
insecticide 118 X 977 X X 

3. Drugs X X 509 613 X 

4. Soap & 
cosmetics 120 33 81 200 X 

5 .. Batteries X 44 25 "340 X 

6. Plastic 
products 115 142 68 185 X 

7. others 188 X 120 X 137 
(D) Metal Fabri_. 

cation 389 216 515 538 1 .. 844 
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Table-14 (conted .~ 

1 2 - 3 4 
----------------- ---·------

(E) 

(F) 

(G) 

Household 
appliances 172 
Machinery & 
equipment 524 

1. General 
Machinery X 

2. Transport 524 

3. Ship-building 
& repairing 

others 

1. Paper & 
paper 
product 

2. Rubber 

3. Glass 
4~ Cement 

5. Construction 
materials 
(not class-, 
ified 
elsewhere) 

6 .Printing 

7. others 

All 
Industry 

z 
351 

X 

604 
428 

X 

302 

34 

198 

532 

142 224 

1.533 400 

X 80 

95 360 

2#252 X 

500 1'.691 

85 33 

1~773 X 

X X 

. 632 12~416 

508 241 

394 X 

38 84 

528 604 

Source : As cited in Table-13, p.7. 

/ 

5 6 

--- ~--------

363 154 

441 22 

413 22 

483 X 

X X 

525 62 

X X 

X X 

999 X 

X X 

X X 

561 X 

270 62 

712 
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J 
When we ~nalyse the equity shares we can clearly 

see that it is higher in Indonesia than in the other four 

ASEAN countries. This is because the Indonesian Government 

is more willing to approve of projects with higher Japanese 

equity shares since there is a shorta.ge of local capital. 

The average Japanese shares for Thai land were higher for 

earlier years: but sane corporations have reduced Japanese 

shares under the administrative guidance of the Thai 

Governmmnt. When more funds and enterpreneurship become 

available in the futur-e'; the Indonesian Government will 

probably ask Japanese. corporations to reduce their shares. 

Table-15 shows the distribution of investment sizes. 

In ~able-12 it seems that the number of corporations with 

Japanese capital is impressive! but as Table-15 shows~ 

the average amount of Japanese investment is small. In 

the case of Thailandi more than so per cent of Japanese 

joint ventures contained an amount of investment less than 

220#000 us· dollars • In Malaysia'#• Japanese investment is 

smaller. About a half of Japanese investments in the 

country are less than 122t,.ooo us dollors. 
' " 

There are six Japanese investments which exceed 

five million us dollars; the five are in textiles and one 
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is in the cement industry. 

Another trend of Japanese investment in ASEAN 

is in the form of trade. If investment was involved~;· it 

was indirect investment no·ans) which was given for exports 

or in the case of ~ports~ for the future delivery of goods. 

But the imposition of the import substitution policy of 

ASEAN~ in particular1~ and it necessary for Japanese 

corporations to make dir·ect 'investments. 

There are now estimated five hundred Japanese 

com~nies which are operating in South Asia and are accounting 

for the 40 per cent of the total foreign investments in 

that region. 26 

. The industrial structure committee has said that 

by 19801 57 per cent of total investments will go to 

develop natural resources and that 35 per cent will go to 

South East Asia. In 19761; Japan •s share in the trade of 

this region was about 26 per cent, df the out~tanding 

27 balance of private investment in ~SEAN. 

26 • Japans Times Weekly 1 (Tokyo), vo 1.16, no .'2 8 1 
. 1 J\lly 1 1976 • 

27. V-ishwanathan, s.~ "Creating a New order in Asia" I 
Amrita Bazar Patrika1 26 August 1977. 
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-· 
Table - 15 

THE DISTRIBUL' ION OF JAPANESE INVESTMENT BY SIZE 

Japanese Invest- Thai- s·inga- Malay- Indo- Phil!-
ment- -- la.nd - pore- ·~· ~s!a- - - eesia .:.. -pp!nes---

---------------------- - - - - -·- - - - - - -
less than 100 
thousand us $ 28 12 23 4 4 

100- 199 22 6 6 5 1 

200- 299 7 6 5 4 1 

300- 399 9 2 5 4 X 

400- 499 5 4 ·2 4 X 

500- 599 6 X 1 4 2 

600- 699 3 X X 8 X 

700- 799 1 1 1 2 1 

soc ... 899 1 1 1 6 X 

900- 999 2 X 1 3 1 

l,ooo-1,999 10 3 3 7 3 

.2, ooo-2, 999 2 1 X 3 1 

3,000-3,999 X .x 1 2 X 

4,000-4,999 X 1 X X X 

~ex: s,ooo 2 X 1 3 X 

-Total: 98 37 so 59 14 -- -

M:!dian (thousand 
us: $t .. 214 328 122 601 510 ----

I 
I 

Source: As cited in Table-13, p.9. 

' 
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Loans and Grants 

In the year 19611 Japan by joining the Development 

Assistance Committee became one of the donor nations. In 

the same year the ~apanese Government established the 

overseas corporation agency with South East Asia as its 

main focus • Under this scheme Japan integrated a programme 

of extending its technical aid to the countries of the region 

by inviting their technicians for training in Japan and 

sending its own techmical experts to them. 

In the year 1966 Japan took another step by convening 

a ministerial conference of South East Asia. Since that 

year', the conference has become a regular annual feature';" 

attended by Thailana1;' Singapore# Taiwan and South Korea. 

In sixtysix only,she.took interest in the establishment of 

the Asian Development Bank (ADB), and committed a sum of 

$ 200 million to the Batik. 

·~ 
Among other Japanese efforts in ~~ltilateral level 

is help to Indonesia. Since the establishment of the 

Suharto regime,· Japan has been responsible for ensuing / 
28 international co-operation to providing aid to it. 

28. Kesavan, K.v., Japanese-Indonesia Relations During 
Sixties, · (Tokyot Institute of Developmental Economies, 
197or~ p. 12. 

' 
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Japan's financial aid has improved year by year 

and it is approaching the goal la.id down by the Development 

Assistance Committee. The main items covered are export \.._.../' 

credits~ official and private, official development 

assistance and direct investment; official financing 

and private financing. 

Among these exports credits are clearly powerful 

means of promoting exports~' especially capital goods exports~ 
\/"' 

from Japan and a part of official development assistance is 

also closely related to exports'.t when it is extended in the 

form of tied aid. 

In individual relationship with ASEAN, Japan's 

contribution to Indonesia in terms of aid and investment 
\/ 

Japan trained 1~644 Indonesians from is second only to us. 
I 

1951 in fields ranging from agriculture to atomic develop

ment.29 Japan also recently agreed to an united loan of 

us s· 565 million to help Indonesia •s oil exploration 

prograJmle.30 

29. Png Pohseng, "Japan's Relations with Southeast Asia", 
Asia Research Bulletin (Singapore), vol'~7', 1971-72'; 
pp. 704-5. 

30. The Strait Times, 15 1-f..a.y 1972. 
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Japan has been Thailand ·•s most important economic 

partner. The Japanese· export of machinery and consumer 

products such as automobiles has been on the increase for 

a number of years. James Sterba writes in the New York 

Times as follows s 

In Bangkok·, a Thai businessman wakes up by 

a Japanese alarm c•lock'; looks out of a 

window made of Japanese glasst puts an 

trouser's made of fibres supplied by Japan, 

puts on a Japanese watch'; drives to work in 

a Japanese car·~ and watches on a Japanese 

television set; a Japanese melodrama dubbed 

in Thailand •31 

In Malaysia;,, Singapore and Philippines also Japanese 
\n~ ,., 

contribution is enormous'; second only to us. The capital 

transfer from Japan in aid to ASEAN countries can be seen 

in Table-16 belowt 
--
Table - 16 

OFFICIAL BilATERAL AID FROM JAPAN TO ASEAN 

Country - .... --------------- -------- ... --- -- --
-~donesia 14.28 17.93 50.58 125.8 111.9 

Malaysta o'!o4 o.1a 0:~38 12.3 

Philippines 27 .ss 10.75 30.50 19~3 29.6 

Thailand 0.32 . 3.23 3.66 15.5 
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Table - 16 (contd.) 

·Country-- 1960 - 1963 1966 - 1970 - - 1915·- --

--~------------------~------ ----
Singapore 0~01 0.09 0.14 - 6.8 

Japan•s total to 
ASEAN 42.50 32.18 85.26 145.1 176.1 

Japan's total 
to world 77•66 128~12 234.78 371.5 432~0 

s·ource : As cited in Table - 16 I p.141. 

Over the years Japan's official bilateral aid to the five 

ASEAN countries has tended to increase. Japan, in ·fact:, is 

a member of IGGI', which has been assisting the economy of 
' 

Indonesia since the change of regime in that· country under 

Suharto in 1967. Malaysia and Singapore are marginal 

recipients in rel.:ition to their size and population. 

vrBut Mh~le Indonesia has received the largest amount 

of aid}, the relative contribution by Japan to Thailand is 
I 

larger. For instance';· Japanese aid to Thailand in 1971, 

constituted 32.5 per cent of all aid received by the latter 
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in that year. For Indonesia'l the Japanese component was 

only 25 ~ 0 per cent • 
3 2 

Table 16 shows t\'IO overall trends of Japanese aid~~ 

i~e. (1) the magnitude and impact of Japanese aid has 

inct"eased from nearly 5 times over the IE riod from us.$ 77.7 

million in 1960s to us $ 432-~0 million in 1975 what is more 

striking is that clearly the majority 9f Japanese aid was 

directed to Southeast Asian countries, especially ASEAN. 

According to a report published recently by the 

Development Assistance Committee (DAC), a club of seventeen 

non-communist donor nations~ Japan became the third t.argest 

giver of official Development Assistance (ODA).33 From 1971 

to 1975'~ Japanese grants and loans to developing countries 

totalled $ 3~4 billion·,· of which $ 1.5 billion or 43 per 

cent had gone to ~EAN. 

32. Chee Meat..r Seah and Linda Seah·, "Japan ASEAN 
Relations~, New Perspectives on..an old Theme"'~ 
Pacific Community, vol .• 9, no.l'' October 1977, 
pp. 109-10. 

33. ODA means Assistance of a concessional nature; that 
is given by the governments and their agencies of DAC 
member countries in order to help developing countries 
tmprove their living standards. It includes bilateral 
grants and loans.to needy nations and contributions to 
international organs such as World Bank. 
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In the year 1977, Japanese development assistanoe 

was expected to reach us $ 1 billion, of which 46 per cent 

was earmarked for South East Asia and especially for ASEAN 

9-lone. 

General grant assistance has increased 2. ~ fold 

from 18.0 billion yen in fiscal year 1977 to 39.0 billion 

yen. As for aid for promotion of food production'~ by which 

Japan offers agriculture materials and equipment, such as 

fertilizers and farm implements'; has also jumped 2~2 fold 

' from 6.0 billion yen in fiscal year 1977 to 13.0 billion 

yen. 

Of Japan's, total budget for technical cooperation 

more than 60 per cent ·is dispersed by the Japanese Inter

national Cooperation Ag,ency (JICA). Expenses for technical 

cooperation, which form the mainstay of JICA 's budget'~ have 

also been increased by 17.6 per cent from 25.3 billion yen 

in fiscal year 1977 to 29. 7· billion yen. ~he increase, 

though falling short of the 19.7 per cent increase for 

fiscal year 1977, indicates that J~pan•s technical co-

34 operation still continues to show substantial growth. 

34. ''Development Assistance••, Asian Recorder, vol.24, 
no.35, 27 August--2 September, 1978, pp.14477-78. 
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All these schemes helped ASEAN to improve its own 

economy vis-a-vis Japan •s also. Though Japan is spreading 

well over throughout the world to gain access to raw 

materials and. fuels, using aid and trade as a vehicle of 1 
its economic diplomacy·, ASEAN has got an important place in 

Japan •s foreign international economic policy. The impre-

ssive aid given by Japanese Government can be seen from 

1972 budget·; when Japan spends more than 90 per cent of the 
35 .. 

governmental help of $ 610 million given to ASEAN countries. 

on bilateral grants level1; Japan •s reparation 

payments have formed an important basis. Japan successfully 

fulfilled its obligations-to various nations and only 

payments to the Philippines fulfilled in 1976. In addition 

to this Japan has extended substantial economic assistance 

loans to the countries of the regian. From the above 

analysis it is clear that Japan and ASEAN are one of the 

important trade partners. ASEAN on its part gets the 

maximum capital from Japan to help and speed up its 0\4ll 

economy. 

On the other side, ASEAN is also an important trade 

partner for Japan:, which fact is quite visible. Japan 

I 

35. Shinroluvozakf,- "Lessons from the Riot", Japan Times 
Weekly, vol~14, no.6, 9 February, 1975 • 
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• 
simply cannot avoid the importance of its one of the biggest 

trading partner in the Pacific region. In spite of all the 

trade deficits,· both the partners suffered during the decade 

1967 to 1977 # both. are still keen on maintaining their trade 

relations • Though some of the ASEAN ment>ers, like 'Malaysia 

··and Indonesia are bitter critics of Japanese· economic exPansion, 

they have realized that Japan can help them out from their 

economic crisis • Being developing countries·; they nee.d loans 

and grants for their national development and financial 

stability. Japanese Government is giving them the max-imum 

loans and grants,- which they do not get from any other country 

except the US • 

However, the Nixon shokkus has forced Japan to re

evaluate its economic strategy, not only in.trad~ but also 

in· foreign investment. Introduction of new products; 

modernisation of 'equiprnents:; development of export market and 

so on are undertaken at the initiative of the enterpreneurs. 

The main role of the MITI is that of conceptualizing policy 

goals and persua.ding a guiding industry tO\'lards such goals. 

Further this conceptualization is· .done while seeking the 

consensus of industry, consumers and men of experience a.nd 
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learning. This relationship rests on trust and enterprises 

and cooperation between the government and enterprises 

and this trust and cooperation is what has made Japanese 

industrial policy successfut.36 

36 • Hayansi, s. ~- "Japan •s Trade and Industrial Policy", 
~, (Tokyo), 5 October, 1971, p.14. 



--
Chapter - III 

JAPAN 15 ROLE IN THE ASEAN REGION AND rrs EFFECT 

ON RELATIONS WITH USA, US.SR AND CHINA 
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\ 
- Japan was forced to conclude a Peace Treaty with 

United States of America after the end of World War II. 

Since then, Japa·n has been compelled by the security 

alliance to work within a pro-US and anti-Communist 

framet<lork. On the otherhand, by loosing the war at the 

hands of the Allied Powers, Japan ~lso had to leave her 

South East 1Asian colonies. It was, th'as, difficult to 

reestablish the broken link', especially when the latter 

had experienced a colonial life under Japan. Japan lost 

both her prestige and economy because of her colonial past 

which it failed to retain. 
I 

That is why during 1950's many Japanese scholars 

and politicians used the word ·,Orphan of Asia •1 to 

describe the position of their country. In economic sense, 

the term orphan was used to mean that Japan had been 

thoroughly stripped of all its pro-War economic strength 
-2 

and that· it had become a prostrate nation. It was also 

1. Kesavan, ~· V .!~. -"Japans South East .Asia Policy-~~'--·-· ... 
Institute for Defense Studies-and Analysis Journal, 
vol.S, no,.2'1 ~tober 1972, pp.301-2o. 

2. Masamichi', Royama~ uAjia no Nashinariseerm1 to Niha'', 
Chuol<or9n (Tokyo), January 1952, pp. 248-56. - -
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argued that by entering into a peace treaty with us, 
I 

Japan had deliberately turned away from its neighbourhood 

of South East Asia. 

However, the idea that us had in mind was that 

[because of. Japanese economy an_d the way it manipulated 

its war-ravaged country to an advanced industrial natio~, 

Japan could play a positive economic role in South East 

Asian nation and could be a bloc to the Communist powers 

to enter there. For United States·~ USSR was number one 

Communist power rather than China: 

Since then Japan is a close ally to us. But the 

1972 Sino-us rapprochement followed by USSR and us detente 

forced Japan to rethink about its security alliance 
. ~-' 

with us. Then the tvJo Nixon shokkus forced f:!:o have 

independent '.:fforeign policy. Basically Japanese foreign 

policy', what one can. safely assume, ·is economic foreign . 
..... 

policy. Because of its strategic position, and lack 

of raw materials', it has to depen~ on outside source, for 
• 

the supply of vital raw-materials1
; without which its entire 

ec~nomy will coll~pse within no time •. 
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Since the initial Nixon shocks .of 1971-72, a 

number of diplomatic moves have been initiated, including 

the extension of official recognition to outer Mongolia 

and to Hanoi, and to the new states of Bangladesh'~ the 

despatch of art official mission to Hanoi and an agreement 

with the Soviet Union concerning the development of oil 
. '3 
fields in Siberia. 

In spite of all the differe~es, however, there 

are certain fields where Japan and us are bound to help 
' . I 

each other and to co-operate with esoh ·.other as far as 

their interests do not clash. In fact', sometimes Japan 

is more dependent on United States than the latter on 

the fanner. 

''""'-~• .. ·--•~--k ·~•-c• ••...-• ···••·-~""·- -- ,., ... _, __ ,.,.,_~,-·~-,..-----

The Asian Context of American-Japanese Relations 

The Japan of 1972 \-las not the Japan of 1902·, 1922 

or 1932. Similarly both the United States and East -~ia 

have undergor;te massive changes in recent decades. There 

has been great change in the structure of Pacific~sian 

international politics. The continent of Asia is no longer 

3. Hosoya, cpiri.o, ''The Foreign Policy Decision Making 
in Japan"', World Politics, vol.26, 1973-74, pp .353-69. 
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the vacuum of powe~, it was during the period immediately 

after World War II. The two most formidable military 

Powers - USSR and China - are there to compete with each 

other with the third Power, America. 

The scene in ·south East Asia has also changed. 

Vietnam, after the independence has emerged as one of the 

strongest Communist threat to its ASEAN neighbours. The 

continuing disturbance in Cambodia and Laos etc. are also 

not letting ASEAN neighbours to sleep peacefully •. 

The withdrawal of United States "with honour••· from 

Vietnam war gave a setback to American foreign·policy in 

Asian soil. on the one hand Soviet Union and China's 

forceful penetration in South East Asia and ~ther Asian~ 

region, changed the existi~g balance of power in the region. 

'And on the other hand "Dullesian Peace Policy" in Asian 

region became outdated and invalid. 

In this changing circumstance what role Jap~n should 

play then 1was a major-question during the early 7os. 

Though the critics asserted that Japan had no foreign policy, 

but only a programme of economic expansion. 
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It is worthwhile to remember that Japan came under 
I 

the umbrella of United States immediately after World 

War II, but the relationship though unequal· no doubt, 

was very beneficial for Japan. Japan achieved a 

"minimal-risk, maximal-gain foreign policy". .That is·, 

an intense preoccupation 'l.vith economic grovlth-, developed· 

with a vision of the world cost almost w~olly in economic 

terms, markets, sources of raw materials, opportunities 

for investment. Sec~ndly, Japan got the American nuclear 

umbrella on her head, to protect herself from the threat 

of its nearest Communist powers like USSR, Korea etc. 

Japan riot only depended ext~nsively upon the united States 

to provide it with security 1 spending less than one per 

cent of its GNP on defence, but it also undertook very 

few ventures in political initiative. The changes that 

occured in early 70 •s compelled Japan to shift it;s tradi

tional pro-US theory. United States on its part, though 

"' d~ra•t welcome the change, never forced Japantor a come 

back. 

·- _.__. . -·. .. ·-- ~-~---~-~ ... --..... ~~ .. -- - . ·--···- ____ .. _____ .,._ --~-~-~- ----------
The Economic Factor in American-Japanese Relations 

In the course of presenting its recommendations 

concerning Japanese trade and industry policies for the 
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1970s, the Council on Industrial structure of Japan 

captured the essence of Japanese economic achievement 

since 1945 in the following passage: 

"We have energetically climbed a· narrow and 

steep slope with our eyes intently s~t on 

the distant clouds over the mountain. Given 
such ·an effort·, Japan •s economy now stands on 

the summit of the mountain and views the 

world be low. tt4 

Within the industrial.structures of these two advanced 

states, t~e major difference remains in chemical and 

machinery, especially electrical machinery. 

This massive impressive economic gain which Japan 

has acquired today is through the help of united States 

which purchased from the Japanese market, and allowed the 

nation delib~.t:ately to enter in the international economic· 

market. Yet', it is true that no amount of American 

assistance would have sufficed had the recipient not been 

prepared for its effective use. 

In Japan the ratio of investment of GNP has been 

approximately 38-39 per cent in recent years which is 

4. Council on Industrial Structure of Japan·, "Trade and 
Industry Policies in the 197o•s••, Tokyo 1 May 1971, 
p.l. 
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double ·the rate in the United States. This is also through 

the mutual adjustment- of both the cogntries. Now Japan's 

45 per cent of total official development assistance is 

going to ASEAN countries alone, putting them ahead of all 

the other IJ)C (less Developed Countries) behind. This has 

been a policy of America~ which deliberately allowed Japan 

to enter into that region, to have a strong foothold, 

especially after the Vietnam war. 

These are some of the factors which constitute the 

central reasons for the strong competitive position that 

Japan bas established and held in the international market 

in recent years~5 

However, the friction in economic field started 

with the dumping of Japanese goods in American marke~ • 
. 

US exports to Japan in the main were non-cC?mpetitive, 

largely being food-stuff and raw materials, while Japanese 

i!xports to us were highly competitive, centring on 

textiles·, iron and steel'~· electronic equipmentri automobiles 

etc. Since 1965, the balance of trade was in Japan's 

favour. 

5. For recent American evaluations of the sources of 
post-1945 Japanese economic growth the current trends 
within the Japanese economy, see us Foreign Eco~omic 
Policy of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of 
Representatives, 92nd Congress, First Session, ·2, 31

1 4, 
and ~ November 1971, US Government Printing Office,. 
Wash~ngton D.c., 197 2. 
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After the tense period of 1969-73, US-Japan 

relations have again improved. In 1974-75, the·'nuclear 

issue in La Rocque testirnony6 apparently subsided after 

us President Ford •s visit to Japan. Japan has rapidly 

· liberalized trade and capital restrictio~s which were, 

for long, a target of American criticism, and the US-
,t '. 

'/ 

Jap~n trade imbalance (against the US)~ which reached 

-~ 4.1 billion in 1972, reduced to $ 1.3 billlton in 1973 

and was further reduced in recent years. 

The Political Dimensions of us Japanese Relations 

If economic ties have constituted the foundations 

of the American-Japanese alliance,_ the political and 

military structure built upon that foundation is also of 

major importance both to the us and Japan, and it has a 

direct reflection to the ASEAN members. 

After the security treaty signed with us, Japan 

could get a "prestigeous position" if someone may call 

liberally~ in international political system. With the 

US help Japan could enter into the international 

6. Pempel-, T-.J ., ''Japan •s !\luclear Allergy'', Current 
History, January-June, 1975, p.169. 
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market, and slowly with us help only it has· become the 

third largest eqonomic giant of the world. 

In late 70s Japan got a strong foothold in ASEAN 

market • It is true that us helped Japan to enter into 

the ASEAN scene. This was what Dulles had in his mind 

that Japan by virtue of its advanced economic and industrial 

base could play an important economic role in South East 

Asia analogous to a role they assigned to West Germany in . 
Europe-.7 The weight of evidence since the Communist 

takeover of all the three countries of Indochina in 1975, 

is that us no longer considers it necessary to play a 

strategic role in mainland South East Asia. Now, that 

Vietnam is •lost' and China after the detente is no long~r 

perceived as the arch instigator of Communist aggression', 

there is no strategic purpose to be served by maintaining 
• 

US troops in Mainland South East Asia. Washington prefers 

to reduce direct military commitments to a minimum', so 

as to keep its options open in the event of an emergency~8 

7. Kesavan, n.1, pp. 311-12. 

8. Presidential Review Memorandum-,_ .quoted .. by_ Rownald ___ _ 
Evans and Robert Novak, International Herald Tribune, 
9 September 1 1977. 
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Furthennore, us is preoccupied with other impc:>rtant issues 

and areas of the globe-- such.as Middle East, black 

nationalism in Southern Africa, the shifting alliances_ 

in Horn of Africa, the strategic Arms Limitation Talks, 
'-';' 

detente and containment policy. As far as ASEAN is 

concerned us had made it clear that ~merican presence in 

South East Asia is to be an economic, rather than a military 
--

or overtly p·olitical one. 

Thus, it is us-•s deliberate policy to allow Japan. 

to enter in 'ASEAN region, and to trade with them. However, 

Japan though a major economic power in the region, has 

kept a low profile for the past so many years as far as 

political involvement is concerned. 

Though after the two Nixon's shokkus, Japa~ese 

foreign policy has taken an • in~ependent" course, especially 

with South East Asian countries, the level of Japan-US 

~relations remainirg all the more same. The 'independent • 

action of Japan in South Ee3.st Asia is recognition of 

Vietnam and the massive aid.given by the former to the 
-~---·. ·~:.. ......... - ~-

latter. · South East Asia however wi 11 remain important 

for us, inspite of the low level of political activity. 
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In order to achieve a political equilibrium as 

in Europe? the us sought to align the non-Communist countries 

of South East Asia. This concerns her strategic political 

interests so wide that it becomes difficult for it, as 
' . 

Buchan has observed ''to be qui-t;,e sure where its vital 

interests· really lie" •10 Thus, until the early 1970s 

South East Asia remained an area of vital importance for 

the us;1 and a ''Part of the Americah defence perirneter"!-2 

The command of the South China Sea and the Malacca Straits 

remained the basic American objective in the South East 

Asian waters. The US bases in the Philippines were useless 

unless an effective control over the South China Sea 
I 

was \maintained. Both the Straits of Malacca and the South 

China Sea were vital for the Western Powers during their 

involvement _in Vietnam. With the withdrawal from Indochina 

"with honourn13tbe Nixon Doctrine declared that _the us· 

would support only those governments 't"lhich sh~-1ed capacity 

9. Kenne9y'#- D .E.~ The ~ecurity of Southern Asia (London; 
1965)'~ p~17 ,,,. 

10. Alaister Buchan •s interview in us News .Agency and 
World R~ort, vol'.78, no,_26, 30 June 1975, p.26. 

11 • As against the opinion expressed by the then us 
Secretary of Defense~ James Schelsinger, in an 
interview ~hat South East Asia has a ''very slight 
weight "• The Straits Times~~- 24 March 1975. 

12. Kennedy, n.9, p.3o. 

13. As was observed by Nixon 1:e fore the us Congress. 
UN News~nd World Report, vol.74, no.201 14 May, 1973, 
pp. 102-4. 
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to survive ~~d which could hold their own line against 

any kind of threat. During 1970-72, the us had given 

5.3 billion dollars in military and financial aid to 

Saigon ,which it thought made South Vietnam "fully capable"' 

of defending itself from the . "Communists" •
14 

With this, us s~art~~~ pulling out her forces from 

South Vietnam and other ASEAN region. This shift in us 

priorities and ~nterests was a by-product of its rapproche

ment with China. After the Sino-Soviet border clash of 

1969, one of the top interests of the us in South East 

Asia became the rehabilitation of both China and the Soviet 

Union in the region in order to provide a South East ,Asian 

dimension to the Sino-Soviet· rivalry. Together with it1~ 

the us sought to attain a situation of multilateral power 

presence and involvement in the region, in which a three-

cornered balance '-1as to be achieved. 

The Communist victory in Indochina~ however~ neither 

adversely affected us interests nor reqgired its over 
' ~--

involvement or a total withdrawal from the region •. The 

14. As was observed by Defence Secretary Laird, Melvin, 
before the House Armed Service Committee on 
8 January 1973·, .!Q.!g., vo1.74, no.s~, 29 January, 
1973', p .14. • 
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supply of important raw materials carne from Island South 

East Asia and uthe US will have access to those supplies 

no matter who rules Indochina"' •15 Since the Indo-China 

War the security of Japan, Island South East Asia and 

Australia "'as a matter of prime importance" for the US and 

it had declared that a •constructive• relationship with 
16' 

China would thenceforth fonn the basis of US foreign policy.,. 

The end· of Indo-China war further strengthened Washington's 

will to strive for a favourable power balance in South 

:£:' A · 17 "' th d b 1 h ' h Qast . s J.a. ft ree cornere a ance w J.c was more 

favourable to the us as China was ti:[ted to its side on 

the global leve1.18 SiJ.1<;!e ~~hen1~ us is trying to strengthen 
~ ... ,. , .... ~..~. . . ~ 

ASEAN's military potential and political solidarity with 

the help of its allies and particularly the-United 

Kingdom,. Australia and Japan •19 Part ;y as a, result of 

15 • US News and World Report, vol.78, no.151; 

14 May, 1975, p~'29. 

16. Thi.d., vol.7s·, no.16, 21 Apr:il, 1975, pp ~82-83. 

17 • Dr. Kissinger had observed: "We have learned at 
painful cost that equ.ilibrium in Asia is essential to 
our own peace and safety 11 • Ib:i.d., vol.79(~ no.25; · 
22 December, 197 5, p. 27 • · 

18. See s·chelsinger•s interview, Ibid., p.22. 

19. Pollard, Vincent, "Southeast Asia : Meeting Whose 
Needs?", Far Eastern Economic Review, vol.73, no.38j' 
18 September 1971, p.25. · • 
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US efforts and partly to serve their O't•m interests the 

Japanese have developed similar interests in ASEAN. The 

us would be required to maintain its dominant pos±t: ion 

and influence in Island South East Asia in order to 

safeggard the security and economic interest of ·itself 

and its allies. 

The Security Dimension in us Japanese Relations 

Japan, though a great economic power is spending 
. 20 

1 per cent of its total GNP for the defence purpose. 

Let us go to the central issue. Does a threat really exist 

to Japan's security, and if so, from where does that 

threat come? In January 1969, in an Asahi ~urvey, these 
'21 

questions were posed. Of those answering, 32 ~ r cent 

stated that they felt a threat from another country 

existed, while 52 per cet?t responded negatively. . Of those 

answering affirmativ~ly, 15 per cent cited qhina, 5 per 

cent the Soviet Union, and 6 per cent the us. 22 In 1976 

20. Scalapino, Robert, American Jap@ese Relations in a 
ChangiBg Era, (New York, 1972), p.117. 

21. This poll is cited by Wantanabe Akio, "Revers-1-on-of 
Okinawa : The Changing us Japan Alliance"# Chuo Koron, 
August 1971. 

22 •. It should be noted that as of 1969, the majority of 
Japanese saw the basic interests of Japan as in 
agreement with those of the us. A modi·fied national,. 
probability sample of 1,086 adult conducted for the 
USIA by Central Research service, Inc., between 
1-6 September 1969. 
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and 1977 study, the Tsunoda report stressed that the major 
I 

threat to Japan's security com~s from the Soviet Union. 

These are the external threats, vJhich Japan perceives. 

Today, ho'\vever, Japan •s main security perception lies with 

the safety of its Sea tanker route, the life line of 
-

Japanese economic miracle. Over 90 per cent of her 

required mineral fuels are being transported daily through 

these tanker routes. For example, in the year 1975, 78 per 

ce~ of its oil imports came from the Middle East and 

3 per cent from Africa, that is 81 per cent being transported 

from points beyond the Strait of Malacca .• 

Though US is there to help Japan protec~ its oil 

route, {a provision of their security treaty), nevertheless 

situation remains tricky, for Tokyo. Because· Japan cannot 

afford alternative sources of supply in a war emergency, 

at least . not in time • This dilemma forced Japan to depend 

heavily on us nuclear energy. It is clear by now that 

Japan has neither will nor wish to become a military power 

once again. World 'V1ar I~ has given it enough a lesson. 

The pschychological fear, that Japan may become a military 

power again, if comes .true, will be definitely disasterous 

for Japanese economy. In that case the ASEAN states may 
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try to stop her peaceful economic penetration in the 

region. 

Thus, Japan would definitely prefer us presence in 

the region. ASEAN-states on their part have every reason 

to welcome us military_ presence on their soil. So that 

there would be. a proper military balance against Communist 

Vietnam, so far the greatest military power in South 

East Asia. 

We have discQ.ssed all the tl?ree aspects of us·-Japan 

relations and its impact on ASEAN. The recent friction 

between us; and Japan in early 1970s though has cha~ed, 

will not have a greater impact, to be more precise, the 
i 

future affect will certainly be @verlasting. The world 

of seventies is mar~edly different from the world of 60s. 

Despite the detente, us would not like Japan to move 

closer to either China or to the Soviet Union. It' should 

also be noted that bilateral trade and investment problems 
I ' 

between the two countries will not disappear. The Japanese 

dependence on us will not dramatically change despite 

Japan's efforts to diversify her sources of food and raw 
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materials as 't-rell as the markets for Japanese industrial 

23 products. 

For the us, Japan will remain its largest overseas 

trading partner. And with the recent .full-scale Japanese 

liberalization of capita 1 investments1
:,' there wi 11 be an 

increased opportunity for American companies to invest 

'24 
in Japan. While dealing with South ~ast Asia they will 

need each other's help and cooperation:, thoug}? it wogld 

not be automatic. Specially for ASEAN· region:~ Japan will 

be dependent on us and vice versa.' 

Japan and Soviet union 

The Soviet Union is simultaneously Japan's closest 

d th st d . t t ' hb 25 It • 1 i th an e mo · ~s an ne~g our. . ~s c oser n e 

sense of physical proximity. It is distant politically 

and psychologically to Japan for some reasons discussed 

below. 

23. !According to one estimate, 32 .·4 per cent of Japanese 
exports and 31.'4 per cent of imports will be with 
North America in 1980sr,· as opposed to 34:1 per cent 
and 34.5 per cent respectively in 1970. 
Scalapino, Robert·, n.2o, p.as. 

24. Sato',. Hid eo, EUS Japan Relations : -A Japanese View'', 
Current Histo;y, vol. 68, no.4, ,January-June 1975, 
p.181. 

25. Stephen, John, J., "Japa.n and the Soviet Union : The 
Distant Neighbours", Asian Affairs, vol.3, no.2, 
October 1977, p.278. 
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-· 
Security Considerations 

Japan perceives her main security threat from the 

Soviet Union. 26 Co~tinuous Soviet occupation of Japanese 

islands of Habomais~ Shikotan1 Etorofee and I<Unashiri in 

the Kurites in the main bone of contention. The resultant 
• bitterness has often been compounded by Soviet harassment 

of Japanese fishermen and the vulnerability of Japan's 

extensive trans-oceanic trade from Soviet naval presence to 

the Indo-Pacific region. These coupled with the projected 

withdrawal of us ground forces from South Korea has generated 

rethinking on Japanese rearmament • Japan, by herself, 

however, cannot face a military confrontation with USSR, 

thus it will work under the framework of us nuclear protec

tion. It will continue to_deal diplomatically in a deft 

manner. On the other hand, the Sino-soviet rift has 

weakened the Soviet Union's positiOJ?. in the sense that 

Japan will not have to feel insecY,re, at least for the time 

being from Soviet Union. 

- --
Economic Aspect 

The economic relationship of both the countries 

started in the year 1956, followed by a gradual development 

26 • Fukuda Takeo'; "Japanese Foreign :Policy from Now -We 
Do Not Choose 'I'he Road of a Mi-litarist Big Power'', 
Ajicho Geppo, Asian Survey Monthly, March 1972, pp.2-13; 
Ctlira Masayashi, "The Various Problems which Surround 
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• 

of mutual trade and creation of possibilities for economic 

cooperation in exploitating the natural resources of 

Siberia and Sakhalin. . ·Both the sides seem to have 

acknowledged that a total b.z;-eak dot.;n in Soviet-Japanese ,, ....... -:: .. 

relations is not desirable, given the prospects for 

mutually advantageous economic cooperation and the need to 

regulate fisheries conflicts~27 

Moscow is also aware that a total deterioration 

is Soviet-Japanese relations would work to its disadvantage 

by increasing the incentives for closer Sino-Japanese 

t
. 28 
~es. 

After 1973 oil crisis, Japan has moved to what 

one may assume safely to a "omnidimens~onal diplomacy". 

As Japan is one of the trading country, and its economy is 

based on imports of oil and raw materials from abroad, 

the vast oil and raw materials present in Soviet Union is 
·-2 

enough to attract raw material hungry Japan. 9 The coal 

Japan", Ibid., February 1972, pp.30-41t and 
Mik~i Takeo, 11The Political Topics of this Year", 
Jivu, April 1972·, pp.123-27. · 

27. Peggy L. Falkenheim, "Some Determining Factors in 
Soviet Japanese Relations", Pacific .Affairs, vol.SO, 
no.4, Winter 1977-78, pp. 6~-24. 

28 •. Ibid., p.607. 

29. Robert, Scalapino, n.2o, p.so. 
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in Yokutsk and valuable t~~er in the eastern region are 

attraction, for an energy hungry Japan, the prospects of 

developing these resources, with pipelines up to the sea 

f :L.hot k 11 i ib'l'ti 30 
o 01\, ·s were a ur ng poss ~ ~ es • 

Soviet Union, on the other hand though a Super PowQ~; 

has very limited capital at its disposal to explore the 

unlimited .and unexplored, v~st raw-materials she possesses. 

In the other hand it needed Japanese capital and technology 

and had sensed a possibility of utilising the Siberian 

bait for gradually weaning Japan from the us alliance. 

Negotiations were accordingly started in the late 

sixties, but the progress was very tardy because of soviet 

insistence on long-term low interest loans·, and Japan •s 

guarded attitude for security relations. At long lase/ 

by the end of 1975, Japan and the Soviet Union could arrive 

at 1 billion project agreement over Yokutsk coal, s.akahlin 

gas and Eastern Siberian timber. For the time being, :;but 

there is too little poss4bility of agreement for further 

ventures",· since Japan •s interests have been diverted to 

30. "Japan 1s Role in South East Asia and the Pattern of 
-Its Relations. with China, USSR, USA and India", 
ndc Journal, vol.1, no.1,. November 1979, pp~.87-100. 
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prospects in China and Alaska -- countries with whom she 
31 

has better relations and understanding. However, 

Soviet Union is waiting for a right opportunity to explore 

other sources so that it can be close to Japan and her 

economy. 

USSR-Japan vis-a-vis ASEAN 

Soviet Union•s general policy in ~outh East Asia 

has remained that of ''peaceful co-existence" which allowed 

competition with the Western powers in political and 

economic influence. In Southeast Asia,: Soviet Union •s 

policies were also determined by its global objectives 

and by the degree with which. the Western powers put up 

their stakes in that region or created problems for her 

in that area.32 In the military field it has often strived 

to create a local balance as against a West sponsored 
. . ~-33 

balance. 

The Sino-Soviet rivalry entered South East Asia 

to an actual rivalry point only after the end of Vietnam 

31. ~ •. , pp. 93-94. 
32. · Soedjatmoko; "The Role of the--Major Powers in the 

East Asian Pacific Region", Survival, vol.14'1 . no.11, 

January-February, 197 2, p·.29. 
33 • Jukes~ Geoffrey; "The Soviet Union and Southeast 

Asia", Australian Qltlook, vol.31', no.11~ April, 1977, 
p.175. 
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war. 34 Soviet union •s interest prior to the end of Vietnam 

war remained those of increasing its leverage vis-a-vis 

China among South East .Asian non....Communist governments:. 

Specially Soviet target is ASEAN, and to show a lovr-

level of interest and involvement in Indo-:China in order 

to facilitate China•s support far Vietnam, which 9ould 

have been affected or had at least made China cautious if 

she would have considered Soviet stakes and interests too 

high i~ Indo-China. 

For geographical reasons, compared to the us, the 

Soviet Union was a more suitable power to contain China 

and check her activities against the non-Communist govern-

ments of South East Asia. Under such conditions Soviet 

Union •s collective security plan, put fon.,rard by 

. 35 
L.I. Brezhnev in his speech on 7 June 1969 , could have 

got favourable response from the ASEl\N countries. _ But 

situation during the early ~Os \vas not favourable for such 

a plan as it could have been during the late 60s. 

34. During the American blockade of Vietnam in 1972 
Soviet supplies to Vietnam were allowed---through 
China. Southeast Asia Research Buuletin, vol';"2!,· 
no.l, June 1972, p; 9330. - -

35. International .Affairs (Moscow) 1 July 1969, 
pp. 3-21. 

\ 
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Nixon's Chins visit in 1972 changed the Sov;i.et 

perception of South East Asia. It started attacking China's 

intentions in South East 
--3 

Asia. 6 It was also after 

Nixon•s Peking visit that Moscow adopted a conciliatory 

approach towards the ~EAN and some of its plan such as 
-

"n~utralisation 11 •
37 After the 1975 Communist victory 

in Indo-China region, although the ASEAN countries have 

established diplomatic relations with China they were in 

no position to by pass or camp letely ignore Moscow for 

the simple reason that it had emerged as a dominant foreign 

power both in Vietnam and Laos and was already the number 

two naval power in South East Asian waters.38 

Another aspect of Soviet Union•s interest in ASEAN 

region was her concern to protect its communication lanes 

through South East Asian tvaters,; The attempts of the 

littoral st~tes of the Straits of Malacca to nationalize 

it have requir~d the Soviet Union to declare its right of 

_, 

36. Asia Research Bulletin, vol ~1, no.11·, April .1972., 
PP• 788A-B and 787-A~B. 

37. Iugovsky, Yu, ''As~an People's Struggle for Freedom, 
J?rogress and Security"1, International Affairs,· 
November 1973, pp.29-35. 

38. Jukes·,Geoffrey,, n.33, p.178. 
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passage for commercial as well as naval vessels through 
. ' 39 

that straits. Although both t~e us and Japan have 

similar interests.in the Straits, Soviet stakes can be 

considered higher. As governments of the littoral states 

are more friendly to Western bloc 1 they may prefer to 

. . t. f . i - 40 
discriminate against the Soviet un~on ~n ~mes o cr~s s. 

Although the Soviet navy is not expanding too fast~ 1 the 

Western Pacific and the'South China Sea are highly important 

waters for the Soviet Union. From these waters ~t can 

maintain any political leverage vis-a-vis the us, Japan 

and China. 

However, after the Vietnam war ASEAN has become an 

area of low priority for the Soviet Union.42 It continued 

"' . its balanced approach towards ASEAN 1 demand~ng for a low 

Western involvement through it in the region and criticlzing 

th t .T l • ' f h • • 43 e pro-•'lestern po ~c~es o t at organ~zat~on. When 

39. Yaroslavtsev, V ., "The World Oceans and International 
Law : Results of .the Caracus Session of the Third UN 
Conference on the Law of Sea", Ibid. 1 February 1975, 
pp. 61-71. 

40• See Tun Hazak •s intervie\<i in Asia Researcb Bulletin, 
vol. 2, no. i; July 1 1972, p .989. 

41. J~kes, n.33, pp.181-82 • 

42. ~. ,· p.l84. 
. 

. 
43. See Sergeyev, A.~ "Political Realities and Security in 

Asia", International Affairs, June 1976, pp.44-50. 
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China declared her open support for the ASEAN, Soviet union 

·was bound to side openly with the Vietnamese. 

As of now', Soviet interests in South East Asia 

are those of a global power who would like to retain its 

diplomatic and strategical parity with another Super Power 

and would try to avoid any such situation which may drag 

its feet into an armed conflict • She wants to maintain 

an equilibrium with_Japan, in ASEAN region, as far as its 

interests do not come in direct confrontation with Japan. 

Because of its low level of political activity in ASEAN 

region, Japan is in no way blocking Soviet Union. Though 

the latter will continue its ideological fight, th~ main 

target will remain either China•,· or us, not Japan. 

China-Japan and ASEAN Triangle 

To the Chinese, the Japanese 'economic miracles' . ' 

is not only a threat',. it is also. an insult to their nation. 

Today·, they trade more with Japan than with any one e+se, 

but they do not praise Japan for her ~conomic sY,ccess~ nor 

do they put Si?o-Japanese economic co-operati.on on a stable 

long-term footing. According to the Chinese, "trade no 

longer follows the flag'~. "She needs to carry out an 
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economic expansion abroad " 1~ Chou En-lai explained in 

1972 summer, to the fifteen member Comrade of Concerned 

Asian Scholars (CCAS) deleg~tion.in Peaking. ..otherwise 

she cannot maintain her economy", and so being a capitalist 

system# following this economic expansion" there is bound 

to come \~tith it military expansion, Is n •t that so?"44 

Peking Review on the other hand has commented that 

"The Japanese t;eactionaries openly put forth two years 

ago the slogan, 'with economy as lead and armed forces as 

the backing •." It further commented that "in energetically 

ca+rying _out an economic_expansion in China•s Taiwan· 

province, Japan's monopoly cap_ital aims at turning Taiwan 

into a 'Japanese colony' am re-occupying it: 1145 

Japanese, on their part, do not take the Chinese 

seriously. The Japanese are more concerned that another 

nation might get ahead of them in Chinese trade, than the 

Chinese competing with th~ successfully in rest of Asia. 

But a sharp growth in Sino-Japanese trade is rendered 

doubtful by the limited possibilities of the Chinese 

45. 

Unger 1 Jonathan 1 

Survival~ vol~14 1 

Ibid • 1 p • 41. 

"Japan, the . Economic Threat" , 
no.lO, 1972, p.40• 
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extractive and manufacturing industries insufficient 
' ' 

infrastructure and inadequate financial solvency.46 

Japan is likely to be averse to their rapid growth 

and her dependence onth~ raw materials on a country 
' 

whic~ apart from being nuclear is still vulnerable to 

sudden political change. 
•' 

For China, Japan is important', but not the only 

important partner for China •s modernization. West Germany 

is a major collaborator and \'lould be putting up world's 

largest steel plants in the Hopei province. The Dresdner 

Bank is_extending credits up to 28 billion DM for this 

project'# largest given by West Germany to· any' country. 

China has also her agreements with Wes~ Germany for mining 

of coal, its liquificator47 technology, raw material .. . . . 

research, space research, satellite technology and aviation 

electronics. us collaboration is vital for off shore 

exploration and exploitation of. oil. The prospects with 

US.A, and with Western Europe /~n t·he basis of 1977-78 
. - . 

agreement with the Common Market~ testify to the fact 

46. ndc Journal, n.3o, p.92 • 
47. D:>id. . • 
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that Japan is not an important trade partner for her 

economy. 

Political Parameter 

In political.sphere, Peking will like Tokyo to 

join hands with it'# and oppose Moscow. Specially after, 

the Nixon visit to Pe~ing, : she_considers Japan also 

to come closer to her. However, Tokyo would not take . ., 

such risk. In spite of P~king •s support for Japanese 

claim to her four is lands, Tokyo feels tha.t Peking is 

makin~ the border issue between Tokyo __ and Moscow more 

cornp licated. Prime Minister Miki felt compelled to express 

irritation: at the Chinese for cornp licating a solutiqn 

_ ..... ,_"'~to the territorial issue.48 But in spite of all.. this, 
·- -........ ~;.. ") . 

Tokyo tries. to condljct its dip loma.cy with great care 

and caution, wh.ile seeking to capitalize on favourable 

situation. It believes in systematically strengthening 

relations with both by maintaining strict balance in its 

dealings with them. Th~s policy attributed to the then 

Foreign Minister, Ohira, describE?~ by the Japanese Press, 

as "Tsunawatari Gaiko"49 or tight-rope diplomacy. What is 

48. Stephen; n.2?; p.271. 

49. Ke~avati, K! v ., . "Japan •s Response to-- the. Svring ·of 
US-Soviet Relations .. ,-International Studies, vol.13, 
no.4, 1974', pp .. 677-93. 

\ 
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inte~esting is that Japan is confronted with a similar 

set of problems vlith both Moscow and Peking. 

Jaoan-China in ASEAN-soii . 
Although the People's Republic of China was prepared 

to offset Western designs to South East Asia, she was not 

ready to enter into a difect military contest with the 
-50 

Western Powers in the area outside her own borders. 

However, China~s defensive border was not considered as 

her actual broader but much bkiyond that. It was thought 

that the Western Powers, after dom~nating the entire Ind~

Chinese peninsula, might elect to strike on China proper, 

and in that situation China would be forced to fight a 

war on her own territory. To avoid this, China 1s primary 

interests in South East Asia became firstly to forestall 

Western attempts. to dominate Indo-China and to help maintain 

the independence and integrity of Nqrth Vietnam \vith a 

friendly government there; se~ondly, to offset attempts 

by any power to dominate Ieos', wh~ch , .. Jas considered vital 

for China •s security interest and'~ thirdly to have a pro

Peking or at least strictly neutral regime in Burma. In 

50.. I>iao •s i~erview t() E~ga7; Snow on 9 Janqary 1965, 
quoted in Apalin, G., "New Period in Peking's Foreign 
Policytt, Sergeyev, n.43, February 1969, p.8. 
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order to safeguard these interests, China's immediate 

interest in mainland South East Asia became that of 

engaging tne Western Powers in Vietnam in which China•s 

involvement should b:! of an indirect nature and the 

struggle should be, a protracted one that could give 

China a period C?f respite1
,·' engage Western energy, and 

attention there~ and keep North Vietnam under the control 

and influence of Peking. 

Since the formation of MEAN, China h?ts considered 

South East Asia as her possible sphere of influence and 

acted in the direction of becoming a dominant power in 

that region. In that Peking started 'manipulating the 

existing balance to her ady-antage". 5~ In her strategy 

to strengthen her posit ion, China supported the national 

liberation movements with longterm objectives and branded 

the non-communist South East Asian governments as "US 
. I 

"52 
lackys"', '~uppet regime" and "anti-people governments". . . 
These tactics were adopted . to create a popular upsurge 

against the Western powers, and to force the native 

c 51 • Kennedy 1 n. 9 1 ·p. 3 5 • 

52. Peking ~eview, vol.ll, no.47, 22 November, 1968, 
PP. 22-23. 
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governments to negotiate directly with Peking." Another 

objective of China's poliqy in South East Asia, as 

understood by the Soviets, was to force Washingt9n for 
. '"53 

a direct negotiation with Peking. China·•s support 

to the national liberation movements has been marked by 

a dual approach by which she seeks to maint~irr relationship 

both with the ASEAN non-Communist governments1
, and the 

"54 
Communist parties which are opposing these governments. 

With regard to the overseas Chinese (Nanya~g), 

China •s policy has been that of supporting them, as the 

Nanyang's have enough control in economies of some of 

the ASEAN countries, .for example~~ in Singapore',- Malaysia 

etc. 

China's political as well as strategical interests 

also have.been responsible for her present policy regarding 

the straits of I-:Ialacca. Her present policy is also 

a outcome of Sino-Soviet rift. Soviet collective sec'!)rity 

plan could have affected China•s interests in South East 

53 • Apalin, G., n.so, p.ll. 

54. Hu~ Kuo Feng •s Report ·t.o the ·Eleventh Congress~ 
Peking Review, vol.l2, no.35, 26 August, 1969, 
pp. 12-14. 

' 
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"'55 
Asia and therefore she bitterly attacked it. China 

\ 

also fears Soviet naval _strength in the Pacific and 

therefore sought to li.rnit it by supporting the stand of 

56 Malaysia and Indonesia on the straits of Malacca. 

However, when her idea for a red Vietnam got 

setback, it in order to contain the former •s power 

Peking supported the Pol Pot regime in Cambodia and gave 
57 it a blank check against Vietnam and the Soviet Union •• 

Peking's support to ASEAN has also been reflected by her 

desire to offset Soviet and Vietnamese influence. In · 

the beginning China had criticised ASEAN as a militarist 

bloc established by the US in order to contain China. 

After Nixon's China visit she adopted a conciliatory 
-58 

approach tow,ards ASEAN's policies. By early 1975;~ 

China had started takin9 note of ASEAN•s usefulness as 

a regional organization~9 and by 1976, during the visit 

55. Ibid. i vol .17; no.28, 12 J\lly 1 1974, pp.11-14. 
~ 

56. Il:>id., vol;2o, no.41, 7 November 1977; pp.27-28; 
and vol.21; .. ---- no .4, · 27 ·January 1978, pp ~24-25. 

57. Ibid •I vol.,11; no.,47; __,_ 22 November 1968, pp.22-23. 
58. Ibid. i vol.15; no.ll"; 17 March; 1972'; pp.2<?-21. 
59. Ibid e 1 vo1.1s·; no.11 / 14 I'1arch, 1975,_p.14. 
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of Lee· Kuan Y~w to China, she started giving official 

support to the ASEAN. 60 The timing of ~ina 1 s shift 

of policy in favour of ASEAN is related, on the one hand 

with the us and on the other with the growing rift between 

Vietnam and the MEAN as we 11 as Soviet support to Vietnam 

against ASEAN. 

During the early seventies, she tended to accep~,· 

tactly at least, a US military presence in the region, in 

order to offset Soviet naval power and the vacuum situa

tion which could have been filled by the Soviet Union~61 

China regards the withdrawal of the entire us military 

presence as being tent amount to its own interests, for 

she is as yet, not prepared to step in to balance her 

rivals, the USSR and Vietnam. Her(·~interests now have 

become identical wi'th the interest:s of the United States 
.-;.~~~';~. 

and its allies in South East Asia6 Vietnam's closer ties 

with r-".LOsCO't~ has been taken as a national insult by the 

Chinese and the drastic action which they have taken 

against Hanoi may suggest the future course of their 

policies. Peking may tolerate anti-China governments ·but 

not pro-Mo'scow governments in South·:::East Asia. 

60. D::>id .', vol;•l9, ~o·•20'" _14, May, 1976'1 pt;T ~ 

61. Asia Research Buuletin, vol".·2~' no.3'~· August 1972,.-
p~.l08~. l\lso see Kissinger •s intervie\-1 i11 US Ne\'JS 
and World Report', vol.78 ·, no.2s·,· 23 June 1975,' p.'24. 
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Thus, it is clear, that whatever China's ill

intention might be towards Japan, in South East Asia; at 

least her attention is not directed towards the latter, 

as her attention is diverted by the Vietnamese strgggle 

and Mosc~1•s support to their revolution. 

I 
On the other hand, ~fter Nixon's rapprochement 

vdth Peking, AS.EAN allies·, have also changed their anti

Peking view. Malaysia was first to break the ice, in 

1974, it opened its diplomatic relations with Peking', 

while the other four ASEAN countries~, followed the example 

by joining diplomatic hands with Peking. 

China's interests by no means are being threatened 

by Japanese presence in ASEAN region·. Rather1~ the 

presence of Tokyo is balancing the power balance in that 

region, which goes to Chinese favour only. Tokyo's 

non-political character in ASEaN is a guarantee to Peking's 

' fear. Thus,· China does not consider Japan as a threat 

to her own interests in the ASEAN region. 

Conclusion 

A highly industrialized Japan totally dependent on 

the exchange of finished goods, and high technology exports 
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for import of food·, ra\"1 materials and energy, has 

increasingly devoted her foreign policy attention to 

economic issues. Her concern for maintenance of 

friendly relations with all:, especially her economic 

partners, accounts for de-emphasis on military affairs 

in, her securi·ty policy. She prefers to depend on the 

us· strategic protection rather than the creation of her 

o-vm defence potential. The suclfessive us governments, 

at least through the decades of the sixties and 

seventies took positions strikingly favourable to Japan 1s 

economic policy. 

The us however took its pound of flesh in many 

early negotiations with Japan1, particy.larly in air and 

fishing treaties -.-62 Yet', on ~alance1, the relationship 

with US was greatly beneficial to Japanese foreign economic 

policy. Moreover, US assistance was critical in gaining 

the World Bank loans needed for Japan's rapid industria

lisation and in promoting Japan •s entry into a wide 

variety of multinational economic organisations in face 

of opposition from the European and oceanic states. 

62. Yuichiro·, Noguchi, Nihon no keizai Nashonarizumu, 
(Tokyo:· Diyamondo Sha', 1976 )', Chapter-I. 
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Wi·thout us assistance, Japan would not have got the 

economic success, which otherwise with the assistance of us· 

reduction of a vast array of barriers that had been 

erected against Japanese goods, particularly in Europe, 

making possible much of the export success that Japan 

achieved •63 

It is clear that in many areas', conscious or 

unconscious help by the us proved to be an essential 

international contribution ·to the Ja~anese economy.64 The 

. Nixon shocks~~ however', gave independence to Japanese 

foreign policy', while us continued to advocate a more 

"cautious" attitude 1in dealings between the two countries, 

China and Japan :65 The mutual security treaty is likely 

-------~-----------------------

63. Gip lin', "US Power and the M.lltinational Corporation" 
pp. 109-11; La-ngdon, F .c.,· Japan •s Foreign Policy 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 
-1974); Patterson', Gardner, Discrimination in Inter-

. national Trade : The Polic Issue· - 1945-6-s, 
Princeton:. Princeton University Press, 1966 )~ 

pp. 27 2-307 • 

64. Krauss and Sekiguchi, "Japanese Foreign Economic Policy"~ 
International Organization, vol.9', no.4, 1976, pp. 760, 
Krauss and Sekiguchi calculated that a total of at 
least $ 1 billion was added to Japanese exports by 
1971 due to the Indo-China War. 

65. Itaruchiro Fukui, "Tanaka Goes to Peking : A Case Study 
in Foreign Policy Making", in Pempel', (ed .o, Poli,gy 
Making in Contemporary Japan, (Ithaca: Cornel~ 
University Press', 1977). 
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to remain the focal point in Jap?n's relations with the 

USA, in spite of the fact that Japan can militarily 
I 

contribute very little directly to sustain the stability 

in the Pacific region.. The economic of the USA (and 

Europei and Japan are likely to remain competiti~e 

rather than complementary but this is not likely to cause 

any rift between Japan and the USA, at least in the near 

future. 

However, more or less Japanese independence from 

US policy can be seen in economic relations with Soviet 

Union. In 1968, Japan signed a $ 160 million Lumber 

agre.ement as first Russo-Japanese venture in the economic 

development of Siberia. In 1971:, Japan had overtaken the 

UK as the largest capitalist trading partne~ of the USSR. 

Particularly interesting in relations between two cou~ries 

was a project which would involve joint Japan-Russo 

development of the Tyumen oil fields and the construction 

of a major pipeline, from the oil field to the east coast 

of Siberia from which oil could be transported to Japan~6 

66 • On Tyumen, see Curtis, Gerald, L.', "The Tyumen Oil 
Project and Japanese Foreign Polltcy", Paper presented 
at the Research Conference on Japanese Foreign Policy, 
Kauai, Hawaii, 14-18 January 1974: Hitchcock, 
David, Jr. , ·~Joint Deve loprnent of Siber-ia : ·oec is ion 
Making in Japanese Foreign Relations", iAsian Survey, 
v~1.11, no.4,· March 1971, pp.279-300. 
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On the other hand Soviet Union holds out 

Siberian development prospects as an incentive to reduce 

the flow of Japanese capital to China. The USSR is 

perceived by Japan as her only and major military threat. 

Her relations are likely to fluctuate from "cool to 

warm'' and it is quite ·likely that Japan will sign a 

friendship treaty with Moscow without prejudice to her 

claim on the Northern Kuri le is lands • This wou ld1, 

however, depend on the state of US-Soviet relations. 

Tokyo does not'view Peking as a major threat. 

Politically t~e relations are likely to improve but 

Japan is not likely to allow h~rself to be used by China 

in her anti-hegemony posture vis-a-vis USSR. Because, 

Japan and China •s mutual defence v1ou ld represent a serious 

threat to the Soviet Union.67 In recent .years', to an 

increasing degree the Soviets are viewing Japan as an 

auton~ous power·, potentially capable of threa.tening 
"6 

Soviet interests. 8 

67. ~im, Young,~. .. C.,~., J9p~nese-soviet :Relations : Inter
action of Politics, Economics ·and National Security, 
(london: Sage Publications, 1974), p.3. 
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If we extend the horizon a little, it is cnj.ite 

conceivable that Japan would sooner or later acquire 

her independent foreign policy. She may then effectively 

play the kind of political role in ASEAN as envisaged 

in Fukuda doctrine, vis-a-vis all the three Super Powers~9 

69. ndc Journal, n.3o, p.98. 
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There is admiration as well as envy for the economic 

miracle which Japan has brought in the face of adverse 
~ ' 

circumstances. But it not a one sided success story. Her • 

economy today is a reflection of its colonial past. It 

is basically based on import of raw-material and export 

of finished goods. Almost 90 per cent of its raw-material 

requirements are met from abroad. She has to depend on 

foreign countries for oil, copper, coppra, rubber, iron-

ore, silver and steel etc. 

So far as her land is concerned 80 per cent of 

the land is non-arable. Therefore, Japan has no option 

but to meet her food requirements from foreign countries. 

Japan being a litteral state is well endowed with a 

~crative fishing industry and is a major exporter of 

fish#' but on the otherhand she imports other essential 
' 

food articles~- viz., milkt~-- bread~ butter',' sugar; soyab~an·, 

banana'#· fruits'~ QOconut and meat etc. in a large quantity. 

No doubt, she has recuped well after an unaccountclble 

economic disaster·, which it faced at the hands of the 
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Allied Powers~ during the concluding stages of the World 

War II. Going back to the mid-forties, one can decipher 

the . fact that nearly 80 million Japanese were job less'~ 

hunting for food# shelter and clothing in_ a totally 

resourceless and dry soil of Japan where 1not more than 

18 per cent of the land is arable. 

During the pre-War days Japan •s economic base 

resided in her colonies. one can well imagine the troubled 

waters Japan found itself in';o when she lost both her 

colonies as well as had to contend with a shattered economy 

at home. 

Economic revival was no easy task for Japan during 

the changed circumstances. She had to all the more bank 

upon foreign countries for raw materials~ for industrial 

and national development. Viewing in this back drop we 

notice that all her domestic as well as foreign policies 
f~·· 

were motivated towards increasing total output. Since 

she was· all the more relying on foreign raw materia.!~;' 

there was tendency-to find access to markets abroad for 

finished goods~ inorder to achieve a favourable balance 

of payment. 
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{All the .economic policies persued by Japan have 

brought about favourable ends to her. The first 20 years 

after world war II, have launched Japan as one of the 

leading industrially developed nations. According to som~ 
1 

Scientist' the twenty-first century will be of Japan. 

As such she has a vital role to play with the neighbouring 
~e_ 

nations. Japan .... policies on the otherhand cannot just be 

viewed singularly~ United States nas also had a very 

importax:zt part in. the deliberations although indirectly. 

ln~S is mainly concerned with the task of checking Communist 

influence. This has been one of her major global tasks.) 

American debacle in Vietnam was a cause enough for her to 

realise that its presence in the region was not the solution 

to check the Communists in Indo-China'~ rather the attempt 

proved a total disaster. This holocaust resulted in a 

re~trufting of priorities and policies on the part of the 

United States administration, the end of course remaining the 

1. Kahn'# predicts that "owing to Jt:~Pan •s high savings and 
investment rates (abour twice to that of America's} 
intensive edlj.cation system, and the way in which its 
incredible achievement oriented society has now got its 
institutions accustomed to the momentljm of growth in this 
innovative stage"., Japcr!l will continue to be at the top 
of the world growth le~e. Kahn Herman, no.7, p.ll7. 
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same, that is to check the Communist influence. 

In order to make things simpler she has had a 

compromising ally in Japan'; who in turn relied to a great 

extent on American supply of raw material and food stuffs. 

After World War IT', us wanted Japan to play an important 

role in mainland South E~~t Asia. For nearly two decades 

Japan remained in the soil of that region. Being an Asian 

country';· Japan had a historical link with the latter 

countries. Because of this link'; US assigned Japan to 

play an economic role with limited vulnerability~ if not a 
. 2 

pol it :Lea 1 one. 

Thus# we 'see that after the Vietnam War, both 

Japanese and US's role has been complementary to each 

other. S'ince after the Vietnam war Japan's role in 

particular became four dimensional~~ That is to (l) keep 

mainland South East Asia nearer to the Western bloaq 

(2) maintain a distance from USSR and to a limited extent 

from China as well: (3) keep South East Asia •s strategic 

2. The US actively assisted Japan's economic growth and 
later on economic and politically. The modalities of 
this wou~d merit much more detailed treatment. For example# 
the rela.tionship between Japan •s high growth rate and 
relatively ·low level of foreign capital in the. economy. 
It is clear that higher foreign investment would have 

. resulted in lower growth rates. The overall strategic 
political objective of us imperialism was "stronger 
Japan". Did the US therefore use to keep down its invest
ment in order to help maintain the growth rates in Japan 
which it required strategically? Halliday.,John, A Poli
tical History_ of Japanese Caaitalism, (New York: 
Panthe~ Books, 1975}, p.467. 
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importance to a safe distance from the Communis~ bloc~and 

last but not the least to maintain the region as one of 

the important source for raw~aterials and foreign 

capital investment. 

From Japan•s side, it was a prosperous business. 

The Japanese have a heavy stake in South East Asia ~ 

political:; economic as well as strategic. Thus to operate 

too close to the region has not been a problem, neither 

it was a loss to it • 

The suspicion. 

Japan's relation with south East Asia is basically 

economic. It may not like to play a military role in 

this region. Not even a limited naval role in order to 

safeguard her vital communications· lanes in the region •s 

water. A military or naval role by Japan will make the 

South East Asians more cautious about Japanese intentions 

and may prompt them to block her peaceful economic 

" penetration into the region. 

It would be worthwhile to note at this point that 

Japa~s economic infiltration in ASEAN has been a gradual 

one. Looking at the colonial past, the region in 
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I 
consideration has been underdeveloped and over populated. 

We notice that Japan avail the opportunity to exploit its 

industrial and technical know-how in ASEAN, with the growing 

tendency of developmental activities in this regiop. She 
1'e.~m 

has succeeded, in establishing major industries in ASE~/e 

These economic inroads are not viewed without suspecion, 

but are taken as exploitative in nature. As it is, the 
I"'t 

region ~s/eree from problems. These can be classified 

as border disputes~ ethnic and minerites problems, refugee 

insurgencies etc. To top it, the presence of Japanese 

kn~~-how in the guise of developmental aides has in 

actuality given the major Japanese business houses an 

opportunity to exploit ideal factors of products. 

In this proc~ss, they have avoided of an opportunity 

to invest their capital which is at hand and in turn 

Siphon out huge dividends through skillful appropriation 

of various sectors qf prodUction which they cotild find in 

abundance in the soil. 

Since'; only the work force has constituted of the 

local population, which at the sametime has not been well 

paid. The higher vaccancies in these concerns have 
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of course been reserved for Japanese themselves. But for 

these drawbacks, the Japanese have also·had the tendency 

to transplant the rejected, pollution prone and labour 

intensive industries to the AS~AN soil. 

As we have seen above, Japan has utilised its 

secondary resources quite well. The whole process has 

really boosted its economic condition. Unfortunately, . 
the process has been a lot one sided. The interests of 

the trading partners has just been overlooked. The -ASEAN 

import market has also been shifted to second place by 

Japan, in preference to her Western commercial partners • 

She has gone to the extent of despatching second rate 

consumer and industrial goods to the detriment of ASEAN. 

(It is a time-tested grudge of ~EAN members). 

However, the latter's suspicio~s regarding Japanese 

motives are not totally ill founded • The grieyoances whic~. 

have been reflected repeatedly through their forum, 

indicate very well all the drawbacks which have resulted 

due to the economic interaction, has been . advantageous 

to one and detrimental to the 'others • i.e. Japan and A~EAN 

respectively. !Doking at the above problem from Japan •s 
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point of view one would immediately question the authenticity 

of the aforementioned suspicions, based mainly on circum

stantial ~v~dence.Japan•s policies and. functioning will 

have to be view@d taking the objective situations in view·, 

sfnce national policies are never utopian models. 

ASEAN alleges Japan to be one of the major causes 

for its economic backwardness. This belief may be tl'lje to 

some extent but the present state of affairs is not a 

result of a planned and deliberate Japanese attempt. 

Since the days of the beginning of economic co-
' 

operation between ASEAN and Japan, the latter has definitely 

not allowed its economic interests to recede in the 

background. The enterpreneurship in this process led 
I 

Japan to a position where we fi~d ·it today. She has been 
' 

through a period of unchecked economic and industrial 

advancement. We cannot blame Japan to have brutally . 

suppressed the interests of its economic allies 'in ASEAN 

region. This fact can m rightly summed if wecglance at 

the immediate past • 
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From a recent survey, it has been proved_that 

Japanese government is trying to improve its economic 

ties with her ASEAN partners. It is no longer sending 

the rejected industries to ASEAN region. Rather the 

proportion in the employment has also been almost equalled. 

The native enterpreneurs too are getting a chance to run 

the joint ventures and other Japanese geared industries 

on an equal level. 

The period 1972 to 1977 was described by some,as a 

water-shed in Japan's relations with South East Asia. A 

growing awareness of South East Asia was not matched by 

positive steps, by the Japanese Government to strengthen _ 

its relations with the countries of this region. Japan 

is quite eager to develop its trade relations with the 

developed countries, while private business are engaged 

in ASEAN region. But this tendency developed some 

conflicts and frictions·; which ultimately -forced Japanese 

Government to take a positive step towards the region. 

~ . 
The Priministerial Visits 

This step started with the tours of the two Japanese 

Prime Hinister - Tanaka in 197 4 and Fukuda in 1977 • 
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During the Tanaka tour;" there were anti-Japanese 

demonstrations which convinced the Japanese Government 

to build more concrete relations with this particular 

region. Tanaka tour was hardly a success. Thus, followed 

a more positive and assuring tour of Prime Minister Fukuda 

during August 1977 • 

' 
The ASEAN fully realized that in spite of the major 

role it plays in Japanese economy, Japan has followed the 

protectionist practices of other developed nations, by 

raising ea~iff and non-tariff barriers against the manu

factured imports from ASEAN. Thusi; the second ASE!.\N summit, 

specifically requested Japan to provide better access for 

its products, as well as to support for the five industrial 

projects and schemes aimed at stabilizing prices o.f ASEAN's 

primary exports to Japan.· The Japanese Premier Takeo 

Fukuda in principle agreed to this~ under the so-called 

"Fukuda Doctrine". The main thrust of ASEAN industria 1 

co-operation lies in the package of five regional infiustrial 

projects~ urea for Malaysia and Indonesia, super phosphates 

for the Philippines~ diesel engines for Singapore, and . 

( 
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potash for Thailand.
3 

Both the parties agreed that five projects each 

costing about US $ 200, $ 300 million, be established 

as joint ventures with all the mel'Tiber oountries participa

ting in the equity and sharing in the pro.fits and risks. 

While, Japan on its part promised to finance the five 

projects with US $ 1 billion. 

Thus, in the FUkuda Doctrine, Japan made its 

intention clear, that is, Japan •s role became more certain 

and positive th.an before. However it remains to be seen 

when Japan is donating its financial assistance for the 
•: 

above five projects. This however Hid not make Tokyo 

diplomacy with ASEAN any less tricky. Simultaneously, the 

Fukuda doctrine came out with some concrete proposals, 

regarding their business deal. Japan in fact agreed to 

"cooperate closely with ASEAN to help establish the common 

fund for commodity price stabilization proposed in the 

North-South dialogue involving developed and underdeveloped 

countries. The Premier re-stated his position of · 

3. The Asia Year Book, 1978, pp. 70-74. 
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foreign-aid to ASEAN and other developing nations and 

doubled the Japanese assistance to ASEAN in the coming 

years. From 1971 to 1975, Japanese grants and loans to 

developing countries totalled $ 3.4 billion, of which 

$ 1,.5 billion or 43 per cent had gone to the ASEAN region 

alone.4 

In July 1977, -~EAN again placed before Japan four 

demands: (i} A coirt:ribution of about US $' 400 million to 

set up a fund to guarantee income of ASEAN primary product 
. 

exporters; ('ii) Easier access to the Japanese market for 

ASEAN products; (iii) rower Japanese tariff on imports from 

this region, and (iv) US $ 1 billion in Japanese aid (in 

soft loans~ for ASEAN industrial project.
5 

In 1978, Japanese development assistance was expected 

to reach $ 1 billion, of which 46 per cent was earmarked for 

South East Asia. on 8 August 1978, the leaders of the ASEAN 

4. Asian Year Book, 20-26 August 197~, vol.23, no.34, 
pp. 13897-99. 

5. Chandola,Harish, "Japan and ASEAN", National Herald, 
2 September, 1977. 
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I 

expressed their satisfaction over the outcome of the 

discussion with the Premier Fukuda. 

The ASEAN heads of governments requested Japan's 

cooperation in improving access to Japanese markets for 

manu~actured·, semi-manufactured and primary products', 

exported from ASEAN. Japanese Government expressed its 

readiness·to facilitate ASEAN's efforts to increase 

exports to Japan, through various measures including 

further examination of ASEAN •s requests for removal and~ or 

relaxation of tariff and non-tariff barriers within the 

context .of the .f>h ltilateral Trade Negotiations (I"fi'N), 

Improvement of Japan •s General Scheme of Preference (GSP) 
I 

and the introduction of ASEAN's cumulative roles of origin 

under Japan's GSP. Fukuda also affirmed Japan's readiness 

to cooperate ,...,ithin ASE~ in tbeir efforts for promoting . 
exports of their products to Japan1 through measures 

including the establishment of a permanent ASEAN trade 

and tourism hal.l in Tokyo.6 

The emergence of Vietnam in 1975, helped Japan's 

perception of strategic importance of the area. The straits 

6. Asia Year Book, no.46, 12-19 November· 1977, 
pp. 14631-32. 
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of Malakka~ Lombok and Makassar, in fact the entire 

water-way in South East Asia, is the life line of Japan. 

Thus it needs peace in this region. The desire found 

in Fukuda doctrine was that: (a) Japan would not seek 

to be a military power,' and would not produce nuclear 

arm; (b) Japan as a tr9e friend of ASEAN would do its 

best for consolidating-the relationship of mutual 

confidence and trust, based on ''heart to heart under

standing" with these countries, in wide ranging fields 

conveying economic, political, social and cultural areas; 

(c) will cooperate with these countries to strengthen 

their solidarity and resilience, Japan would as an equal 

partner also try to foster a relationship based on mutual 

understanding, which would contribute to the building 

of peace and prosperity throughout South East Asia.7 

Japan and ASEAN : A .M.l.tual Perspective. 

Looking at the course of events during the last 

twenty-six years with reference to South East Asia, we 

see that, Japan and ASEAN have been mutually interacting 

7. ndc Journal, no.30, p.96. 
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among themselves on economic fronts. The economic activity 

of any unilateral constituent cannot be percieved in 

isolation. Japan attained .its present colossal economic 

super structure# with the timely aid in the form of raw 

materials and mineral fuels from ASEAN also# besides 

United States. On the otherhand, whatever technological 

and capital intensive industrial progress ASEM has achieved 

today, is a result of Japanese cooperation. 

On the economic front# ASEAN made it very clear that 

it sees Japan in a central role in providing economic 

assistance for their first five projects. However, 

Indonesia's attempts to build an oil storage-termina.l with 

the help of Tokyo~" were not received much attention1
, ~e to 

the heavy costs involved {US $ 2,000 million). 

Noting the existing exports of ASEAN to Japan 

consists mainly of primary commodities# the ASEAN heads of 

government proposed the creation of the Stabex Scheme 

(stabi lis at ion of export of ASEAN •s primary -commodities), 

as an important supplementary from tm:TAD-IV in Nirobi". 

While both the Japan and ASEAN want to maintain 

their present relationship, Japan is more anxious to hold 
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its partner tightly. Japan •s economic as well as security 

interests are mainly concentrated in South East Asia. Her 

overdependence on'this region for raw materials has made 

her more responsive to regional demands and more concerned 

about the stability and sec\irity of the r·egion. Japanese 

have a stake in the bases. Though they have security 

arrangements with the US they are perturbed that US is 

reducing its military capability in the Western Pacific, 

following President Carter •s decision to withdr·aw the last 

American troops on the Saian mainland, South Korea. And 

' 
to this were to be followed by a pull out from the Philippines 

as well, concern for Japan towards a quick rapproachement 

with the USSR. However, this would not suit either China 

or US or indeed ASEAN countries •• ·Jtllp: n - .. t.1 · 

u:t 1 · · a 1i at :IIi .wp a. -. 111ZIEJI~•~~~·•· ilr••*'' 
However#· the Japanese position vis-a-vis China, 

the Soviet Union and the us is to say 1 unique, primarily 

because of the basic disequilibrium between Japan's 

economic potentia.l and its political clout in the inter-

national community. And it is under-pressure from all 
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the thr·ee. While Peking and Moscow are attempting to use 

Tokyo as a pawJ::l in their own power game. Japan is 

indirectly bound to Washington through an anti-Moscow, 

anti-Peking security treaty that forms the base plate of 

it f i l
. 8 , s ore gn po ~cy. 

ASEAN's attitude is equivocal. In theory they 

want total us withdrawal from their land and a declaration 

requiring all the external powers to accept Sotith East 

Asia as a zone of peace and neutrality. In practice, 

however, they are most anxious to retain US commitment 

to the region. Some of them say it openly ('viz. Philippines) 

while Indonesia and Malaysia maintain a diplomatic 

relation, which does not qUite deceive anyone abogt what 

they really want. 

Japan •s position is peculiar in the sense that it · 

has been branded as one of the imperialistic power, in the 

South East Jlt.sian region. Though ASEAN is its main economic 

partner, still they are not able to detect the real 

motive of Japan. The recent economic miracle of Japan, 

no doubt has created suspicion, not only in .ASEAN •s mind, 

a. Nakamura,I<oji",-''Tripartite Pressure" I Far Eastern 
Economic Review, vol.86, no.391 9 0Ctober,1974, p.47. 
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but also ~11 over the world. 

However, ASEAN has veryWell taken up the issue of 

economic imbalance with Japan. Their respective roles 

in the region, of late·, have come to be well defined. 

The field of mutual cooperation among them seems to be 

full of reward in the near future. At the same time 

internal security remains a major problem for ASEAN region. 

Though the Communist threat will persist, there is no 

sign that the Communists wi 11 be able to take over power 

in the forseeable futu?=e, unless there is a breakdown of 

the political.and economic system within the ASEAN. states. 

The ASEAN partners have fully realized that the threat 

which exi-sts in.::1the present is not external, but internal 

oriei •. That is the threat of economic instability~· lack of 
"Yr~·· 

. 
capital to invest in industries, local communist uprisings 

and ethnic minority problems and last but not the least, 

political instability. Almost all the five ASEAN members 

are facing these problems besides the border problems, 

which they have to share with their island South East 

Asian neighbours. 

-.- The ASEAN leaders since the new development of 1975 

like Communist victory in Indo..China have frequently 

tried to review the l?ecur:it~ issue in the region, but all 
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now have realized fran their heart of hearts that a security 

is not needed in the near future for the following reasons: 

(i) Military alliances. or a foreign military presenc.e 

or both proved to be outdated and ineffective in 

dealing with the Communists. This they realized 

during and after the Indo-China victory by the 

. Communists • 

(ii) ASEAN's total military strength is weaker than the 

Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 

(iii) An alliance might provoke greater haste and 

increase support by the DRV to the Communist 

insurgent movements wi thtrtASEAN. 

(iv) ASEM realized that the real security threat comes 

from internal rather than external forces and 

consider the present bilateral co-operation adequate 
. 9 

enough to contain these subversive moments. 

It seems that US will continue to maintain a security 

role in South East Asia no doubt# but this extent will 

certainly be limited because of the past's bitter experiences 

9. "ASEAN Powers, with Only 260 1 000"1 Military Balance 
1974-75 and i97 5-76, (London: Institute of Strategic 
StudiesL pp. SS-56 and 59-60. 
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in the Asian soil.~ The normalization of US and Vietnam's 

relationship is also in progress and certainly have 

improved. This is good for the ASEAN countries. ASEAN 

members hope that Vietnam will become: less dependent on 

Soviet Union and more flexible in the conduct of its foreign 

policy. Such a shift will be better for both .the island 

arid mainland South East Asia. 

Now, important thing for .ASEAN is the extent to 

wh~ch the United States have considered contributing to the 

defence capability of the region so that t~ey can bec~e 
• 

self_-reliant in defence and security. What the ASE·AN 

members are in need is not sophisticated or expensive 

armaments but rather weaponry that can be .effectively used 

for limited military purposes# so that when necessary, 

they can at least suppress the local insurgency movements 

and can have moral strength if not a real military 

strength vis-a-vis Indo-China region. In _this context, 

economic aid'# -trade',- investment and trans.fer of technology· 

are most important in ai'ding ASEtW in its efforts to build 

natural and regional resilience. 

Taking these crucial drawbacks, backbone of which 

is formed by the total economy of the concerned region, 
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we can very well derive that Japanese' aid and continued 

investment forms a focal point in the process of bringing 

about socio-economic as well as political stability in 

individual .ASEAN members. 

One of the attempts made by the ASEAN as a group 

is to have various "dialogues•• within the major trading 

partners with a view to involving them in accelerated 

growth of these five a:> untries. Japan featured prominently 

in the discussion among the strength, and also because 

Japan is the only country that is most likely - in itself 

- interested to support the ASEAN. The US ever since its 

withdrawal from Vietnamese soil, does not consider·South 

East Asian region an important area at least for the 

economic dealit9 s. 

The EEC has its own trading partners in Africa and 

Caribbean a~ ~~roving economic links among themselves. 

While Australia does have some security and economic 

stakes in the region it certainly does not consider ASEAN 

as its main area of interest. The important visit of 

Malcolm Fraser to each ASEAN member's soil·# however failed 



to give any concrete proposals to the member 

countries. 

Assessment • 

With the rapid changing of new international 

market scene in the ao•s, Japan has been successfully 

trying to divert her foreign resources and interna

tional trade policies. She has realized the growing 

importance of Asian market for her own economic 

development. MITI has realized the importance of 

ASEAN market', according to which the top priority 

has been assigned to that region. 

The renewed Japanese attempt to understand 

individual ASEAN member in a better way and the 

frequent visits of Japanese national personalities to 

ASEAN: countries marks a new attempt to understand 

ASEAN for a better relations to come in the 80 •s. 

In ABEAN's thinking~i there has been no change 

as to the position of Japan and to help the region 

through foreign capital and technology. As also the 
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need remains the same, it appears only Japanese 

preparation to supply or not to supply the re~isites 

will alone decide the shape of things to come in 

ASEAN economy. 

Japanese does not neglect any part of the world 

for marketing and proqure supply of raw materials. 

Promotion· of relations with such ·countries are done 

through the cultural mission and trading companies. 

Since the present trading techniques of Japanese are 

only a phenomenen resulting out of the affluence of 

60 •s and 70 •s-; the real cultural practices for business 

tactics plays a greater role in conductin~ the overseas 

transactions. It is here that a new understanding of 

Japanese affairs is necessaey. However, the instant 

remarks and the disturbances', whillh ever a Japanese 

dignatory has visited ASEAN region are an expression 

against 'Japanese phenomenon and not 9gainst the 

Japanese as such. Such misunderstandings are gradually 

being erased and cloud of better understanding are 

gatheringjl thus both tbe partners are looking for 

better days in their trading and aiding. This is a 

positive change for better days. 
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